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's son hired to $32, 700 administrative post 
son of an Eastern vice president has 
·ven a $32,700 per-year administra-
t, sparking charges of alleged nepo-
rn at least one top Eastern adminis-
and an apparent investigation from 
Armstrong herself, however, formally 
withdrew from the process once her son 
became a candidate, according to Eastern 
President Stan Rives. 
Rives and other university officials 
maintain that none of Eastern' s internal 
governing policies have been violated by 
the hiring of Walker, who was named 
assistant director of planning and institu-
tional research last Tuesday. 
But others maintain that the university's 
policy on the hiring of family members, or 
the nepotism policy as it's commonly 
known, was violated along with other hir-
ing standards. 
"It looks like a piece of rather blatant 
nepotism and an end-run around the uni-
versity's rules and regulations," said anoth-
er top Eastern administrator, who asked not 
to be identified for fear of retribution. "It's 
such an affront to the faculty. In hard (eco-
nomic) times, it is really painful to see this 
kind of abuse of power in the administra-
tion." 
the Board of Governors, said that Eastern' s 
Faculty Senate was investigating the 
Walker hiring. The BOG represents and 
governs Eastern and four other state 
schools. 
Senate Chair David Carpenter, an associ-
ate professor of English, would not confirm 
or deny whether an investigation was under 
way. pus body. 
'ng the allegations is the fact that 
k's hiring of Scott Walker, .son of 
strong, Eastern's vice president 
'nistration and finance, was carried 
one of Armstrong's direct subordi-
Rives said the Senate raised the issue 
with him in an executive session held this 
week. 
Executive sessions, however, are not 
open to the public and Rives would not 
In addition, Rives said, "We cannot take 
the position that, because an individual is 
related to another individual, that person may 
not be a candidate for a position at the univer-
sity. That's an illegal position for us to take." In addition, Patricia Rea, an attorney for • Continued on page 2A 
Having a blast 
Preparations in order 
for 75th Homecoming 
By PATTI LOMBARD 
and PAM MILLER 
Staff writers 
Eastern's "Blast to the Past'' mission will touch down 
Saturday as Homecoming '90 concludes with a dance, 
parade, greek step show and iooTualigame~ -
The dance, sponsored by the National Panhellenic 
Council, will ignite at 8 p.m. in the south gym of McAfee 
Gymnasium. 
Following the campus-wide dance will be the greek 
·Eastern spirit ablaze at Thursday 
· night bonfire. Page 3A 
step show which involves six greek organizations making 
up a synchronized dance using greek steps, said Ceci 
Brinker, Homecoming adviser. . 
"If you've never seen a greek step show, it would be a 
great experience," Brinker said. "It's a spectacular 
show." 
A $75 award will be presented to the best sorority and 
fraternity, Brinker said, with individual trophies being 
presented to each winner within the organizations, 
Brinker said. 
Admission into the dance and step sho';V is $2 for 
greeks and $4 for the public. 
In addition, Republican gubernatorial candidate and 
alumnus Jim Edgar is a late addition to the parade lineup 
and Homecoming activities. 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor 
more Delta Zeta member Sheri Eck paints a window Monday in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union 
•ay. Several campus organizations each painted a window this week to illustrate the theme of Eastern's 75th 
oming, "Blast to the Past." 
He will join the many floats, bands, horses and mem-
bers of the Girl Scouts also planned as part of the 
Homecoming parade scheduled to step off at 9:30 a.m. 
Saturday. 
The parade route will begin on Seventh Street, go 
around the square and return to campus on Sixth Street, 
• Continued on page 2A 
ives asks CAA to trim approved course list 
me members of Eastern's 
·1 on Academic Affairs were 
Thursday by a letter from 
President Stan Rives asking 
to trim their list of approved 
s for one component of the 
general education program. 
the letter dated Thursday, 
expressed concern over the 
ber of courses, 15, recom-
ed by CAA for the Human 
vior, Social Interaction and 
Being component of the pro-
He also suggested that the 
council reconsider the list in order 
to keep with his desire for a limit-
ed number of general education 
course offerings. 
Robert Kindrick, vice president 
for academic affairs, further sug-
gested that Rives is looking for 
approximately seven to 10 course 
offerings for this component, one 
of eight in the general education 
core that the university will 
implement for incoming freshmen 
in the fall of 1991. 
"That doesn't mean he 
wouldn't accept 1 l; that doesn't 
mean he wouldn't accept two," 
Kindrick said. 
"I have asked for a magic num-
ber before, and now, at 4 (p.m.) 
on the 10th (of October), we are 
receiving a number," CAA mem-
ber Ron Gholson complained. 
The CAA has until Nov. 18 to 
approve courses that will be listed 
in the 1991-92 catalog. As a result, 
the council is now meeting twice a 
week to make that deadline. 
Member Kathlene Shank said 
she felt that she and the council 
already made what they felt were 
the best possible choices. 
"I did it the way I felt I was 
supposed to do it," she said. "I 
think we made some dam difficult 
choices and I feel good about 15 
(courses that were approved by 
the CAA)." 
Other council members ex-
pressed concern that reducing the 
number of courses in the segment, 
coupled with limited faculty 
available to teach the courses, 
would lead to larger classes 
because students would have less 
choices to fill the requirements. 
But Kindrick disagreed. 
"Limiting choices does not mean 
we expect sections of 100, 150 or 
200 students," he said. 
Kindrick said 15 courses for a 
single component struck both he 
and Rives as the cafeteria-style 
curriculum of general education 
that the ·integrated core is 
designed to eliminate. 
"What we are asking is that 
you go back and look at the 
courses and try to make some 
choices without being critical of 
any course," he explained. 
Council member John Haley 
pointed out that the council 
seemed to approve any cour1>e for 
the segment that met the require-
ments to be included. 
"Anything that had validity as a 
.;. Ccr:'nued on page 2A. 
VP's son hired 
•From page IA records. 
comment on the proceedings. 
At the heart of the controversy surround-
ing the hiring of Walker is Eastern's family 
hiring policy. The second clause of the poli-
cy states, in part, that a family member 
already employed at the university ··neither 
shall vote, recommend, or have .any other 
part in decision-making regarding the other's 
employment ... " 
tion," Rea said. "What we're talking about 
here is the appearance of impropriety - if 
there is that appearance and I assume there 
is, otherwise we wouldn't be having this 
conversation." 
Rives also said the policy was not violated 
because Armstrong personally withdrew 
from the process. 
Other standard procedures regarding the 
hiring of administrators also appear to be in 
question, including the fact that no search 
committee was involved in the process to fill 
the assistant director's post awarded to 
Walker last Tuesday, records show. 
an invitation or notification regardin 
interview. 
Glenn Williams, vice president for s 
services, and Robert Kindrick, vice pre 
for academic affairs, could not be re 
for comment on whether they had been 
tied about the candidate interviews. 
Kim Furumo, who is the director of plan-
ning services, hired Walker after she con-
ducted a local search for candidates. Some 
said the fact that Furoma works directly 
beneath Armstrong was enough to trigger the 
"have any other part" section of the universi-
ty policy. 
"As far as I'm concerned it is a completed 
process which followed the appropriate pro-
cedures in every respect," Rives said. 
Rives and the vice presidents are ultimate-
ly responsible for interpreting the university 
policy and determining whether it has been 
violated, according to the governing policy 
book. However, the voting members of the 
BOG may also hear appeals on policy inter-
pretations. 
Rives and Furumo said that, in both cases, 
procedures and precedents were followed. In 
addition, Rives said screening committees 
and national searches are necessary only for 
the highest administrative positions. 
Filing of the recruitment plan is man 
under the university's internal gove 
policies. The plan is meant to set guid 
for how the search and interview pr 
will be carried out. 
However, according to the "Recruitment 
plan" filed by university officials prior to the 
search and hiring of Walker, Eastem's affir-
mative action director and representatives 
from two other vice presidential areas were 
to be present for the interviews. 
Jack Bleichard, another BOG atto 
said Wednesday the fact that Chasteen 
not invited to the interviews was "not a 
stantial violation" of policies. 
He also said, however, "I don't w 
comment on any of that stuff going on 
there right now." Rea, however, said she did not believe the 
policy was violated. 
"It doesn't seem to me, generally speak-
ing, it's not illegal and I don't think its a vio-
lation of policies to hire relatives for a posi-
But the nepotism policy isn't the only one 
in question. Unlike other administrative 
searches, which are usually carried out on a 
national level, the search to fill this post was 
conducted locally, according to university 
Furumo said that she and her staff mem-
bers were the only ones to interview candi-
dates. 
Rives said he was personally invited 
interview but chose not to attend beca 
trusted Furumo's "judgment and abili And Rhonda Chasteen, the acting affirma-
tive action director, said she did not receive fulfill her duties." 
Rives asks CAA 
~From page IA Sciences, against the business college controlling 
what courses students of other colleges can take. 
course was accepted," he said. 
The council will consider the matter at later meet-
ings. 
In other business, the council gave its approval 
for a policy that will allow the Lumpkin College of 
Business to pursue accreditation by the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. 
"I feel it is not the business of Business to tell the 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences what can be 
included in the programs of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences," Laible said. 
To meet a pre-condition for the college's accredi-
tation, the council approved a policy that would 
limit non-business majors to 30 credit hours in busi-
ness courses during their first 120 credit hours. 
Ted lvarie, dean of the Lumpkin College of 
Business, pointed out that Eastern is one of very few 
Illinois public schools without an accredited school 
of business. 
"We hope it's an idea and an effort who's time 
has come," he said. 
The policy was approved despite protests by Jon 
Laible, dean of the College of Liberal Arts and 
The college has begun a three-year accreditation 
process that could be completed as early as the 
spring of 1993. 
Having a blast 
•From page IA 
said Homecoming coordinator 
Dan Barrett. 
Kickoff for the football game is 
set for 2 p.m. Saturday. 
However, football won't be the 
only activity at the game. The 
Homecoming court of Sarah 
Owens, Robert Langley, Holly 
Points and Russ Regentz will be 
introduced as well as Eastern 's 
distinguished alumni, said Janet 
Lee, Homecoming adviser. 
Among the Distinguished 
Alumnus Award recipients are 
Michael Conlin of Auburn; 
Ro~rt Ingram of Durham, N.C.; 
and John Wargo of Springfield. 
Recipients of the Alumni 
Service A ward are Roger Dettro 
of Mattoon and Gary Rogers of 
Danville. 
The Distinguished Alumnus 
Awards are presented each year 
to honor the accomplishments 
and services of those who have 
brought credit to their alma 
mater. 
In addition, sportsmanship and 
spirit trophies will be awarded 
during the third quarter of the 
game, Lee said. 
Homecoming will come to a 
close with a semiformal dance at 
10 p.m. Saturday in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
The dance, sponsored by the 
Black Student Union, is open to 
everyone, Brinker said. She 
added music will be provided by 
Derwin Threats, a · student disc 
jockey at Eastern. 
In addition, hors d'oeuvres and 
drinks will be served at the dance, 
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which has an admission charge of 
$4 in advance and $5 at the door. 
A photographer will be taking 
Homecoming pictures for $5, 
Brinker said. 
This year's theme, "Blast to the 
Past," differs from previous 
themes in that it is not centered 
around one idea, said Dan Barrett, 
director of Homecoming activi-
ties. It is a collage of many ideas 
since 1915, he added. 
Themes such as "Around The 
World," "Onward Eastern," 
"Salute To Disney" and "Mardi 
Gras" are interwoven into this 
year's theme, Barrett said, allow-
ing Eastern to reflect on themes 
of past. 
"This year we tried a lot," he 
added. "I think this week is really 
exciting. I'm having a lot of fun 
organizing it." 
Byrd's Cleaners 
Located on S. 4th St. 
around t:Je Coleman Hall 
CUrve Lawson Hall 
M-F 
6 :30-5 Byrd's * 
Sat 8-12 
345-4546 
....... 111111111111111 .. 11111111!1111!1!1 ....... ~ 
L1k-Nu Shop 
• Collectables 
• Older Clothing 
• Costume Jewelry 
The Perfect Place 
to find your . 
Halloween Attire! 
West Rt. 316 
-Past the Fair Grounds 
1 O oz. Prime Rib $1 Q9s 
This Weekend's Catch 
Broiled Scallop Dinne 
Saturday serving Dinner 3:00-9:30 p.m 
Sunday serving Dinner 4:00-9:00p.m 
Cross 
Country 
Mall 
------WITH A TWIS~------­
Reservations accepted, but not required 
345-2200 
Homecoming Special 
PRIME RIB BUFFET 
$795 
Includes: 
8 oz. Roast Prime Rib 
Cooked to order 
Salad Bar 
Homemade Soup 
Twice Baked Potatoes 
Rice 
Vegetables 
Fried Fish 
Fresh Baked Bread 
Friday 4:30 - 10:00 
Saturday Lunch 11 :00 - 4:30 
Dinner 4:30 - 10:00 
Lounge Open until 1 :00 
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The vote's in 
County Clerk says voter 
registration up by 1 ,300 
By MIKE CHAMBERS 
and LORI BAKER 
Staff writers 
If past turnouts are any indica-
tion of voter interest in the 
upcoming general election, Coles 
County may fare pretty well. 
But one Eastern professor 
believes otherwise. 
Since the spring primaries, 
voter registration in Coles 
County is up by about l ,300 per-
sons, said Coles County Clerk 
Betty Coffrin. 
Voter records indicate that 
voter participation in Coles 
County has been steadily on the 
rise since 1974 - particularly in 
the last three getieral elections. 
In the general election of 
1979, Coles County garnered a 
49 percent voter turnout. That 
increased to a 57 percent turnout 
in 1988. 
As of Thursday, the County 
Clerk's office had officially 
counted 27 ,200 registered voters 
and Coffrin expects that figure to 
increase by another 500 once the 
counting is complete. 
According to U.S. 1980 
Census records, there are more 
than 40,000 elig ible voters in 
· Coles County, meaning that 
roughly 68 percent have regis-
tered for the general election on 
Nov.6. 
A registration drive, which 
ended Wednesday on Eastern ' s 
campus, yielded 600 new regis-
te,red voters, according to 
Eastern' s Board of Governors 
represyntative Brett Gerber. 
However, Coffrin said there is no 
way to estimate how many of the 
registered voters are currently 
Eastern student . 
Despite what the records 
show, an Eastern professor of 
political science predicts the 
turnout will be low nonetheless. 
Joe Connelly, a longtime 
Democratic party leader in Coles 
County, said voter participation 
has actually been on the decline 
in past elections, especially in 
non-presidential elections like 
the one on Nov. 6. 
"Traditionally, students do not 
vote." he said, noting that coun-
ties that have universities usually 
generate low voter participation. 
He said that in almost all cases, 
less than 70 percent of registered 
voters actually vote. And from 
that total, less than 40 percent of 
eligible voters actually make it to 
the polls. 
In cases of presidential elec-
tions, he said the nation usually 
nets around 50 percent vote r 
turnout. 
Connelly cited voter apathy as 
a big reason for the low turnout. 
He said in cases where issues are 
"emotional ," voter turnout is a 
l ittle better. But thi s year, he 
said , there are no emotional 
issues. 
Since both gubernatorial can-
didates support abortion , the 
most controversial issue, there 
really is no incentive for voters 
to flock to the polls this time, he 
said. 
Connelly said the impending 
tax raise is a big issue, but not 
emotional enough to generate a 
large turnout at the polls. 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor · 
Eastern cheerleader Crystal Jones works to pep up the crowd of about 300 students who attended the 
Homecoming bonfire and pep rally Thu!·sday night at the Lawson and Taylor halls court. 
Bon.fire kindles· Eastern spirit 
By STACIE FICEK 
Staff writer 
In contrast to Mother Nature's 
miserable showing over the past 
few days , her spirit kicked in 
Thursday night along with that of at 
least 300 students for the 
Homecoming bonfire and pep rally 
in the Lawson and Taylor halls 
court. 
The night's festivities began 
patriotically when the Pink 
Panthers, the cheerleaders and the 
Eastern Marching Band performed 
the school song. 
Football coach Bob Spoo fol -
lowed their performance by com-
mending the team members on 
their hard work and by thanking the 
student body for its loyal support of 
the team. 
'Tm certainly proud of the guys 
and the organization," Spoo said. "I 
think we've got a legitimate shot at 
the conference championship, and 
with all of your help we' re going to 
start out by beating Indiana State." 
The Panthers play the Indiana 
State Sycamores at 2 p.m. Saturday 
in O 'Brien Stadium. 
While the bonfire blazed, the 
crowd of students gathered around, 
fi lling the air with clapping, cheers 
and chants of"Go Eastern!" 
"It's really great to see so many 
students supporting the school and 
rooting the Panthers on to victory 
over Indiana State." one sophomore 
student said between cheers, "I 
think we' re definitely going to kick 
some butt on Saturday." 
The bonfire and pep rally contin-
ued a week of Homecoming activi-
ties that has included window 
painting in the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union Walkway and 
fun games on campus. 
Power outaQes linked to construction Bush endorses 
deficit-reducing 
plan to Congress 
By TONY CAMPBELL 
Senior reporter 
Road construction at Ninth 
Street and Taft A venue has 
spawned complaints from sev-
eral Eastern students who 
blame continual power out-
ages on construction crews 
there. 
But local utility agencies 
say students themselves are a 
part of the problem. 
Workers for the R. J. Walker 
Construction Company of 
Mattoon struck an underground 
power line Thursday, temporar-
ily knocking out power to the 
Brittany Ridge and Pinetree 
apartment complexes, said Ivan 
Gunter, a foreman for Central 
Illinois Power Service. 
Scott Perkins, a Brittany 
Ridge resident, said the power 
went off at about 12:30 p.m. 
The power outage, he said, 
just scratches the surface of 
construction-related com-
plaints, including loss of cable 
services. 
But Todd Edwards, chief 
technician of Charleston ' s 
TCI Cable, said the construc-
tion isn't causing the interrup-
tions in the residents' service. 
" We're out there all the 
time," he said Thursday. "They 
(the residents) tear the hell out 
of everything." 
Edwards said Brittany 
Ridge has been plagued with 
people breaking into cable 
boxes and cutting into under-
ground lines in an attempt to 
get free cable service. 
Cable service was shut off 
at the beginning of the se-
mester for maintenance work, 
Edwards said. ' 
He noted the construction 
has caused no interruptions in 
cable service. 
The construction is making 
way for a connector road that 
will eventually link Fourth 
Street to Illinois Route 130. 
A representative for R.J. 
Walker couldn't be reached 
for comment Thursday. 
"We've mainly been having 
trouble this year," he said, 
adding that there were other 
problems at Regency (now 
University Court) last year, 
but since the university has 
taken control of the apart-
ments, there haven't been any 
problems there, Edwards said. 
Much of the damage has 
occurred to the kettel box , 
where the cable system is con-
nected. Edwards said there has 
been at least one instance 
where students have dug up the 
underground wires, spliced into 
it and then reburied the wires. 
In addition to cable service, 
Perkins' complaints also cen-
tered on the poor conditions 
of the roadways and potholes 
that have cropped up on the 
roadways near the construc-
tion , stating that the hole s 
could easily be filled with 
gravel. 
"There's been no attempt to 
fi ll them in," he said. "More 
holes are developing." 
Perkins added that the mud 
surrounding the construction 
has made it difficult to walk 
to classes. 
Student extinguishes small fire in Booth Library 
By CATHY PODWOJSKI 
Managing editor 
A small fire in Booth Library's Self-
Study Materials Center damaged at least 
one audio-cassette recorder Thursday 
afternoon before a student in the room 
extinguished the flame. 
Gene Scholes, Booth Library's direc-
tor of media services, said the fire began 
about 1 p.m. after sparks shot out from 
one of several audio-cassette recorders 
on a table. He added a bare wire coming 
from the machine may have been the 
source of the fire. 
"When I walked in, the room was 
filled with smoke and the fumes were ter-
rible," Scholes said. 
The room, filled with approximately 
20 students at the time, had to be evacu-
ated. 
However, no one was injured. Student 
worker Tammy Mosby added many stu-
dents were startled by the sparks and 
smoke but calmly left the room as one 
student extinguished the flame. 
Scholes added the incident may have 
even been a blessing in disguise by 
prompting university officials to study 
the safety procedures for such incidents. 
When library employees called campus 
security Thursday, the employees were 
referred to another number instead of 
security handling the incident, Scholes 
said. 
He added that Vic Robeson, Eastem's 
Physical Plant director, came to Booth 
Library about 2 p.m. after electricians 
had arrived to assess the situation, hop-
ing to resolve the mishap as quickly as 
possible. 
"I think we' II probably try to work 
through that to see if we can come up 
with a working plan," Scholes said. 
Robeson could not estimate the extent 
of the damage, although he noted it was 
minimal. 
Normal operation of the computers, 
audio and video players and other equip-
ment resumed within a few hours, 
Scholes added. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Bush said Thursday he could trade a 
modest increase in taxes on affluent 
Americans for a deep cut in capital gains 
rates but that it was "a waste of time" to 
try to push such a deal through a divided 
Congress. 
Instead, Bush called on lawmakers to 
put aside that battle and come up with a 
$500-billion deficit-reduction plan that 
contains neither element. 
Within hours, Democrats on the 
House Ways and Means Committee said 
they were well into writing an alternative 
budget that would not only raise taxes on 
rich Americans but push them higher 
than Bush has said he can accept. 
The committee ' s chairman , Dan 
Rostenkowski of Illinois , said the 
changes would "restore fairness to our 
tax system." He said the Democrats 
would meet again Friday to decide 
whether the package will also reduce the 
capital gains tax rate, but if it does "it'll 
be a lot less rich" than the administra-
tion's version. 
Congressional committees are work-
ing toward the goal of finding a half-tril-
lion dollars in spending cuts and tax 
increases before the Oct. 19 deadline 
when the latest emergency spending 
authorization expires. 
Correction 
World Food Day, an international event 
designed to solicit food for the needy, 
begins on Tuesday. The News regrets the 
error. 
.. 
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OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
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Homecoming 
will be enjoyed 
by everybody 
You've heard ab6ut it. You've read about it. 
Now, folks, it is finally upon us. No, not 
Celebration. It's Homecoming Weekend. 
Seventy-five years ago, Eastern welcomed 
graduates back to campus for the first time. This 
weekend, the Homecoming tradition continues 
with floats, parades, football and wide-eyed 
alums. 
Each year, Homecoming Editorial has a theme that is hoisted 
high above Old Main. This 
year's theme, "Blast to the Past" is expected to 
serve as a nostalgic trip back to the good ol' 
days. 
, :.;. :Q:\~ . ..gl9ri5?H~ · H91).1~ming parade opens the . 
door to the weekend In grand style. Eastern's 
' cainpu~ - -oiganizations, fraternities and 
sororities, as well as campus residence halls 
combine efforts to roll out wondrous, splashy 
floats that are guaranteed to satisfy the young, 
and the young at heart. 
Sports fans are sure to enjoy our Panthers as 
they cruise back home to battle neighbor-state 
rivals Indiana State Saturday at 2 p.m. Truth be 
told folks, attendance at our school-sponsored 
events, namely football games, is slight• at best. 
Alums will undoubtedly be shocked if the 
home team is poorly supported. So let's get 
out there and show them that most of us do, in 
fact, care about our gridders. 
.., 
lncidently, how can anyone miss the 
decorations sprouting up all over the campus 
supporting and advertising Homecoming? A 
great many people have begun placing the 
finishing touches on the blue, white and grey 
Panther decor. · 
Be sure to check out the union walkway, as 
well 'as campus halls, all adorned with fresh 
colors celebrating the week~nd. Thanks to these 
creative souls, our campus looks simply 
dashing. 
Hey, remember to enjoy this weekend. The 
only sure way to have a good time during 
Homecoming Weekend is by participating in 
the events that are offered. Because, as we 
have come to expect, most fun, entertaining 
things get tossed out (i.e. Celebration?) sooner 
or later. 
TODAY~S Stuffed deer heads on walls 
:'' 
are bad enough, but it's worse 
when they are wearing dark 
QUOTE glasses and have streamers 
.. and ornaments in their 
antlers because then you 
know they were enjoying 
themselves at a party when 
they were shot. 
Ellen DeGeneris 
Landfill indicative of social· pro · 1en:is 
Isn't it Ironic that we have 
inherent tendencies to place 
ourselves in a Catch-22? 
For instance, the current landftU 
crisis In Champaign County Is an 
indication that our recent efforts 
to recydt! our waste are coming a 
bit too late. 
during the turn-of-the-century and settled in Champaign 
County. Mrs. Block's family, the Mooney's, still own and 
farm the rest of the 400-acre plot, all of which is now 
known as site No. 6. The waste disposal association told 
the Mooney's only 65 acres would be used for the landfill 
and the rest would act as a buffer zone. 
Champaign County Is In a 
situation where It seems to be 
overwhelmed by garbage. It lob 
basically has no more room to 
Another site, No. 5, is a cornfield directly east of the 
Blocks. If this site is selected, the Blocks are also up a 
creek, because when It rains all the water ftows from the 
field, through the Block's farm and into the Embarras 
River, which provides water to Charleston, just across 
Route t 30 from the Blocks. 
store its garbage, and other McKee 
communities are getting tired of -------
taking Champaign's trash Into their landfills. 
The Blocks have done everything they possibly could. 
To alleviate the problem, and with no other choice, the 
nine-member Intergovernmental Solid Wa5te Disposal 
Association has decided it needs another landfill in 
Champaign County. 
They hired lav.yers to fight the possibilities of eminent 
domain, built signs to notify people and still continue to 
fight this any way they can, and will until the end. 
With the threat of the passage of state House Bill 4013, 
it looks as though local authorities are going to lose more 
control of where our garbage is going to be stored. The 
bill proposes that the power to decifer where landfills will 
be located will no longer be in the power of individual 
county governments, but would be in the hands of the 
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 
So what they did was hire a company from Minnesota 
to tell them who's property they should take for this 
dump. The company originally proposed 22, and five 
sites remain under consideration. 
Site No. 6 - currently called Rural Route t , Box t 25, 
Philo - is being considered because it is located on Route 
130 and has plenty of blue clay in its soil, a necessary 
criterion for a landfill . 
The only way the county can get around the bill is if 
they are recycling a certain percentage of its waste. 
However, it is also an excellent location for what it is 
now, a thoroughbred horse farm. 
Whether House Bill 40 t 3 is passed or not. someone is 
still going to have a landfill placed near where their home 
is or used to be - likely the fate of the Blocks. No matter if 
the county or the EPA does it, new landfills are always 
going to be created , and subsequently someone or 
something is going to be jeopardized. 
The owner of the 25-acre farm, Dave Block, has lived 
and operated his business since t 967, when he turned 
the pasture land into a very picturesque place. 
"I planted everyone of these trees (about t 00), built all 
of the buildings and built the four miles of black fence, " 
Dave told me when I recently visited the farm. 
Who do we have to blame for this? 
Only ourselves. 
He told me how his wife's family came from Ireland 
- Bob McKee is dty editor dlJd a regular columnist for 
The Daily Eastern News. 
Your Turn 
Student doesn't · like 
purchasing idea 
Dear editor: 
The recent article in The Daily 
Eastern News entitled "Senate wants 
texts purchased" makes this 
student's heart sick. As a freshman at 
EIU one of the reasons I chose this 
univer.:>lty was because it was one of 
the few where you didn't have to go 
through the hassle of buying and 
trying to resell books. And yes it is a 
hassle. It is not the faculty who will 
have to dig even deeper Into their 
pockets to pay the very high prices 
for books . These books, if in a 
general course of study will only be 
used for a semester and then will 
have to be re-sold, if someone is 
willing to find you and want to buy 
your books. The other alternative is 
to try to sell them yourself which is a 
time consuming effort that I would 
rather miss. 
With the rising student costs and 
the fact that most scholarships won't 
pay for a students books, this idea of 
EIU changing to a "buy your own 
books" university distresses me. It is 
up to the students to make our 
opinions known . This draft has 
already passed the Faculty Senate by 
an unanimous vote. Get the Oct. t 0 
issue of The Daily Eastern News and 
read for yourself, then work to make 
sure you don't have to go thraugh 
the hassle of buying books. ' 
· Joan St. Petets 
Malcolm X needed 
in this white world 
Dear editor: 
This a direct response to Dave 
John's letter "Pride goes beyond race, 
skin color." First of all let us define the 
word prejudice (as you defined 
Malcolm X.) It's an "opinion, often 
unfavorably, formed without ade-
quate reason." Malcolm X, as well as 
other blacks, have reasons to be 
prejudice, with adequate reasons. 
Our reason being 400 years of 
slavery, as weH as a continuing 
miseducation of blacks (history) In 
the public schools. 
Dave John, if you don't know 
anything about a people or there 
leaders you shouldn't write about 
them. Malcolm X was a great leader, 
he loved his people more than they 
hated themselves. Malcolm X was 
pro-black. Lets be honest with 
ourselves, is there something so 
wrong with that. Wake up! Wake up! 
Wake up! You must realize people of 
America that in order for black 
Americans to unify we must emerge 
with such great leaders, as the late, 
great Malcolm X. 
Tyrone Gray 
·pirector enjoys 
paper's coverage 
Dear editor: 
I would like to compliment The 
Dally Eastern News on Its recent 
coverage of the Theatre Arts depart-
ment's production of "The Secret 
Affairs of Mildred Wild." Your several 
page spread was truly' a boon for us, 
in terms of publicity. 
But more than that, I must say I 
admired the work of writers Amber 
Grimes, Janine Residori, Denise Buck 
and Bret Loman, and photographer 
Shannon Thomas. The articles were 
highly literate, tightly organized, well 
structured, and interesting to read. 
As a former journalist myself 
(newspaper and magazine), I recog-
nize and appreciate the work of 
talented writers. 
I look forward to seeing more 
work by these budding professionals; 
and I hope to see them covering 
·Theatre Arts productions, as well. 
We have five more this year. 
My own selfish interests aside, 
however, I am sincerely gratified to 
see writing of this calibre in The Daily 
Eastern News. Excellent job! Writing, 
lay.out and photography were 
superb. 
Jeny Elsenhour 
Director, "Miidred Wiid" 
the o.tly Eastern News 
Bill angers local-officials 
By MIKE CHAMBERS 
Staff writer 
A landfill bill currently being 
studied by lawmakers has angered 
local officials from many down-
state counties since it threatens to 
put their authority on the chopping 
block. 
House Bill 4013, which deals 
with landfill siting and a plan for 
recycling, if passed could effective-
ly take the power to site landfills 
away from the counties if state-set 
recycling goals are not met, said 
Tim Yow, Coles County Board 
chair. 
"Consistently, the state takes 
away county board authority but 
keeps mandating standards to 
them," Yow said. 
The bill, sponsored by State Rep. 
Myron Kulas, D-Chicago, would 
give the Illinois Environmental 
Protectien Agency the right to 
approve landfill sites, where cur-
rently it can only issue permits to 
the landfills after they have met 
board approval. The bill would also 
set a minimum amount of recy-
cleable material that is processed in 
Illinois to 25 percent after five 
years. 
Opponents to the bill argue it is a 
"band-aid" approach by upstaters to 
prepare for the impending Illinois 
Solid Waste Management Act, 
which becomes law in May. That 
law will require county landfills to 
have a landfill management plan in 
place by at least 1994. 
There are three landfills in Coles 
County which are privately owned, 
but, Yow still contends Cook 
County interests want to send trash 
to downstate landfills. There are 
presently 10 landfill sites in Cook 
County, some of which will be 
filled in less than two years, he 
added. 
However, some controversy has 
stalled efforts to push the bill 
through the legislature. 
Bruce Rodman, legislative liai-
son for IEPA, said the bill was orig-
inally being studied by a task force 
made up of representatives from 
landfill managements, legislators 
· and environmentalists who were 
hoping to reach a compromise. 
But Rodman said the Illinois 
Environmental Council, the envi-
ronmental group that is in favor of 
maintaining county power in land-
fill siting, has boycotted the meet-
ings. And Rodman isn't optimistic 
about the fate of the bill at present. 
''The conventional wisdom in the 
capitol is, as long as environmental-
ists are boycotting, nothing will get 
done on the matter," Rodman said. 
SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer 
Fast break 
Don Rohne, a sophomore, moves to make a break against classmate 
Chris McFarland during a game of one-on-one Thursday afternoon on 
the new basketball courts near Taylor Hall. 
SA 
Students walk 
to raise funds 
for freedom 
8y PENNY N. WEAVER 
Staff 111iter 
Members of an Eastern peace-
promoting organization will walk 
the path to freedom Saturday as 
they participate in a march at the 
University of Illinois in Cham- . 
paign. 
Students in Solidarity with the 
People of Central America (SISP-
CA), an Eastern group formed to 
raise awareness about issues in 
Central America, will send five rep-
resentatives to the Steps to Freedom 
Walk-a-Thon, said SISPCA Pres-
ident Antoinette Spinner. She added 
the walk is organized by a U of I 
group. 
"They're (the Champaign group) 
organizing everything," Spinner 
said. "I think they're expecting 
l ,000 or so to walk." 
The I 0-kilometer walk to raise 
money for the Bravo fund begins at 
noon, Spinner said. 
Named for a female Mexican 
doctor killed in El Salvador last 
year, the Bravo fund sends hum-
anitarian aid, such as medical and 
food supplies, to El Salvador, 
Spinner said. 
Alcohol Awareness Week begins Sunday, 
Participants in the walk raise 
money through pledges, she added. 
SISPCA members have asked 
friends, acquaintances and profes-
sors to sponsor them through either 
fixed donations or donations made 
according to the number of miles 
each person walks. 
By LAURA DURNELL 
Features editor 
'' 
near the Sugar Shack in the 
University Union. 
• Monday 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.: Pop 
tent, alcohol-free pledge drive 
sign-up and a wrecked car on the 
Library Quad. 
Alcohol Awareness Week 
kicks off at 2 p.m. Sunday on the 
Library Quad with a walk-a-thon 
and jog-a-thon titled "One For 
The Road," that will encompass 
the majority of the campus. ·-
This is to celebrate life and promote respon-
sible driving when it comes to drinking and 
driving. 
• Monday I p.m.: "How to Help a 
Friend" at the University Union 
Bridge Lounge 
The Champaign walk-a-thon is 
part of the "Free El Salvador Now" 
movement and is one of many 
walks that will be held all over the 
- • ~ ... , r, , • . • c6un~ ~tJ'.tt!:laY~ ~P.imier:_said. 
Debi Narske 
BACCHUS adviser 
• Tuesday l p.m.: "Adult Chi!: 
dren of Alcoholics" in the Mar-
tinsville Room of the University 
Union. · 
· .. "(TJle ~-a-thon js)Jeing held) 
alI°over the United States," she said. 
"It's one of the single most impor-
tant days for raising money (for 
humanitarian aid to El Salvador)." 
"This is to celebrate life and 
promote responsible driving when 
it comes to drinking and driving," 
said Debi Narske, adviser for 
BACCHUS (Boost Alcohol 
Consciousness Concerning the 
Health of University Students.) 
"This is to help emphasize our 
designated driver program." ' ' 
• Wednesday l p.m.: "Alcohol 
and Consequences" at the 
University Union Bridge Lounge 
• Wednesday 8 p.m.: David 
Naster, comedian at the Subway 
in the University Union. 
The Free El Salvador Now 
movement is organized by the 
Committee in Solidarity with the 
People of El Salvador (CISPES), 
Spinner said. CISPES is a national 
group designed to raise awareness 
about issues in El Salvador, she 
added. 
Anyone is welcome to partici-
pate. Narske said there is a $5 
entry fee that will pay for the T -
shirts given to the first 50 
entrants. 
Tina Riley, the chair of 
Alcohol Awarness Week and vice 
president of BACCHUS, said .the 
T-shirts will sport the logo 
"That's What Friends Are For," 
on the front, then list the names of 
all participating organizations on 
the back. 
The route begins at the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
parking lot and proceeds down 
Seventh Street to Hayes Avenue. 
Then it turns onto Ninth Street 
and makes a U-tum at Cambridge 
Old Town Apartments. 
The walk continues on Wood-
lawn Drive, proceeds down 
Village Road, makes a circle past 
the home of Eastern President 
Stan Rives and then goes back 
onto Woodlawn Drive and onto 
Ninth Street. 
It continues onto Cleveland 
A venue toward East Hall, up 12th 
Street to Hayes and concludes at 
the Union. 
"This is our second annual 
***ATTENTION*** 
Second half Physical Education Classes will begin 
October 15, 1990 for Monday I Wednesday Classes 
October 16, 1990 for Tuesday I Thursday Classes 
SEATS ARE STILL AVAILABLE IN THE 
FOLLOWING SECOND HALF CLASSES 
PED 1440.81 Lifeguarding 1200-1340 TR 
PED 1770.80 Volleyball 0800-0940 MW 
1770.81 Volleyball 1000-1140 MW 
PED 1810.80 Badminton 1000-1140 TR 
PED 1870.80 Tennis 100-1140 MW 
PED 1920.80 Ballroom Dance 1000-1140 TR 
Sign up at Registration (Lower Level of McAfee) 
walk-a-thon," Riley said, adding 
the turnout from last year was 
pretty good. 
Both Narske and Riley said 
those wishing to participate can 
bring water bottles and travel at 
their own pace. 
"You can take a leisurely stroll 
or a jog," Narske said. 
The walk is sponsored by 
BACCHUS, Residence Hall 
Association and Nancy's Letter-
ing Shop, 1721 Madison Ave. 
Alcohol Awareness Week con-
tinues with: 
•Monday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.: 
Information tables will be set up 
• Thursday 12: 15 p.m. : Balloon 
Launch at the Library Quad 
•Thursday l p.m.: "Alcohol and 
Women" in the Greenup Room of 
the University Union. 
• Thursday evening: Designated 
Driver kick-off at participating 
bars. 
• Friday 4 p.m.: 4 o'clock club at 
the Afro-American Cultural 
Center. 
• Friday evening: Dance at the 
Lighthouse, sponsored by the 
Wesley Foundation. 
··tcBY'' 
The Country'!) Best Jbgurt GD 
The Champaign group is a 
branch of CISPES, Spinner said, 
just as Eastern' s group is. She said 
SISPCA was formed two years ago 
and has made some progress since 
then. 
"I think we've got our point 
across," she said, "and just shook 
things up. 
"In the future we'll concentrate 
on other Central American coun-
tries (in addition to El Salvador)," 
· she added. 
Salutes the 1990 Football Panthers! 
After the game stop at TCBY 
for a treat! 
Present your program or ticket stub & get a 
FREE DELICIOUS CUP 
of frozen yogurt w /purchase 
of a regular cup 
or larger. 
OA Friday, October 12, 1990 The Dally Eastern News 
WEIU manager studies 
fiber optics as intern 
Plastic industr·y looks to recycling 
CHICAGO (AP) - As public 
concern mounts over the volume 
of packing materials, sandwich 
boxes and yogurt containers en 
route to landfills, plastic industry 
leaders have turned to recycling 
to make the industry's outlook a 
little greener. 
maintain their market share by 
providing what customers want," 
Condrey said. 
Siegel Organization for the 
investment firm of Berger, 
Goldstein Capital Group Inc. -
found that the 6,500 industry 
executives polled cited solid 
waste disposal, ecological con-
cerns and biodegradable prod-
ucts as top concerns. 
By RICHARD CIBELLI 
Staff writer 
The general manager of 
WEIU-TV is on a four-month 
hiatus as he begins an internship 
with Consolidated Network Inc., 
based in St. Louis. 
John. Beabout, 43, who also 
has been director of Eastern' s 
radio and television center since 
1981, will be researching fiber 
optics during the internship. He 
believes that will help WEIU in 
the future. 
"I hope to look closely at the 
industry including trends and 
applications fiber optics may 
have in the future," Beabout 
said Wednesday. "So far, every-
thing is just excellent." 
Beabout has been on the 
internship since July 1 and 
hopes to apply the fiber optic 
technology and its use with tele-
phones and ca,ble television. He 
eventually hopes to apply that 
technology to productions at 
WEIU. 
Fiber optic technology trans-
Bonds offer 
cheaper way. 
for education 
By KRIST A STIFF 
Staff writer 
Going to college is expensive 
and it' s not likely to get any 
cheaper. That's the whole idea 
behind a savings bond for educa-
tion in Illinois, a Mattoon bank 
official said. 
The bonds are issued through 
the state and work similarly to 
regular savings bonds, said 
Robert Carr , a trust officer of 
First Nati onal Bank in Mattoon. 
Although the savings bonds 
were specifically established for 
education , Carr said "a person 
could buy one for retirement pur-
poses or just as a good long-term 
investment. " In other words, 
there are no stipulations as to 
what the money can be used for. 
But there are incentives for 
using the bond to finance a col-
lege education, Carr said. 
For instance, "if a 21-year 
bond is purchased for $1,153.66 
and matures to $5,000, the buyer 
will receive a bonus of $420 
applied to tuition. For buying the 
shorter bonds, the bonus amounts 
decrease all the way down to $40 
extra for a two-year bond," Carr 
said. 
The state offers an estimated 
$2QO million in tax-exe,mpt 
bonds every year, but the one-
week offering period for this 
bond issue ends Friday. 
The interest rates and maturity 
dates differ depending on. the 
bond that is purchased. Maturity 
- · dates range from Aug. 1, 1992 to 
Aug. 1, 2011, or from two to 21 
years. 
The bonds a.re priced at face 
amounts, with ·the lowest being 
$5,000, Carr said. They are then 
purchased at a discount rate. 
In contrast, he added that one 
can purchase a $5,000 bond with 
·. , a-.two-year maturity for $4,573 
today. "The two-year bonds sell 
. ~~t," h.e said. 
"I think it's a combination of 
the industry being responsible 
and realizing that consumers are 
looking for these kind of recy-
clable products," said Bailey 
Condrey Jr., spokesman for the 
Council for Solid Waste 
Solutions. 
"The companies want to 
The Washington, D.C.-based 
council consists of 26 plastic-pro-
ducing companies, Condrey said. 
The group researches waste man-
agement, works with government 
to develop strategy and advises 
communities on recycling tactics. 
In a recent survey nearly 20 
percent of midwestern plastic 
industry leaders ranked environ-
mental issues as having the 
greatest future impact on manu-
facturing. The survey - conduct-
ed by the Chicago-based Gary 
Plastic recycling today 
involves mostly food service and 
packaging products made of 
polystyrene plastic, said James 
Schneiders, president of National 
Polystyrene Recycling Co. His 
company is based in the Chicago 
suburb of Lincolnshire. 
John Beabout 
mits information on beams of 
. light through hair-thin strands of 
glass. Communications experts 
predict it will play a key role in 
the future of high-definition 
television. 
Academic team spots available 
While he is away from his 
du!ies at Eastern, Beabout said, 
the day-to-day operations of 
WEIU-TV will be handled by 
Ken Beno and Joseph Huemann, 
acting station managers for 
WEIU-FM. 
By CHARLENE BURRIS 
Staff writer 
Eastern students can vie for a 
spot on the All-USA Academic 
team an'cl compete for a $2,500 
cash award. 
Organizers from the All-USA 
Academic Team and USA Today 
are searching for the nation's best 
college students to make up the 
team, of which three Eastern stu-
dents competed for last year. 
The team consists of 60 stu-
dents who are chosen for their 
scholarship, leadership and out-
standing academic integrity. 
Academic submissions include 
publication of original articles, 
completion of a scientific project, 
creation of an original play or 
music composition, publication of 
original poetry and research pro-
jects. 
The team will receive recogni-
tion in USA Today and the top 20 
members will receive a $2,500 
cash award. 
Applications are available in 
Eastern's Honors Office, located 
in Booth Library. 
"We want to make the entire 
student body aware of the pro-
gram so (Eastern) can nominate 
as many students as possible," 
said Herbert Lasky, chair of the 
Undergraduate Research Council. 
The application deadline, he said, 
is 4 p.m. Nov. l. 
EIU's· 
''B·last to the Past'' 
I 
.. 
lt'liat'll you 
Mve'l 
See Me and the 
PABST HORSE. HITCH 
at the 
EIU HOMECOMING PARADE 
Parade 
at 
9:30a.m. 
Balloons 
Sun Visors 
The 
Hamm's 
Bear 
'' 
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By The Associated Press 
Britain's foreign secretary said 
Thursday that Saddam Hussein 
must be told force will be used if 
Iraq doesn't withdraw from 
Kuwait. 
The Air Force, meanwhile, 
grounded all training flights in the 
Persian Gulf region for 24 hours 
from midtlay Wednesday until 
midday Thursday to discuss air 
safety with pilots. The order fol-
lowed separate accidents this week 
in which 12 U.S. servicemen died. 
A group of 321 Western evac-
uees from Iraq and Kuwait landed 
in Britain on Thursday in the first 
such flight in nearly three weeks. 
Most of the passengers were 
Americans and many were chil-
dren. 
The Americans and Canadians 
on the flight were to leave Friday 
for Raleigh-Durham International 
Airport in North Carolina, said 
Andrew Varney, Gatwick airport's 
director of public affairs. 
While Westerners continued to 
flee occupied Kuwait with tales of 
low food supplies and looting by 
Iraqi troops, international pressure 
grew against Saddam to withdraw 
from the oil-rich emirate he invad-
ed and annexed. 
Speaking at the annual confer-
ence of the governing Conserv-
ative Party in Bournemouth, 
England, British Foreign Secretary 
Douglas Hurd urged the world to 
remain united against iraq's occu-
pation. 
"If it does not (hold), then 
despite the coalition, despite the 
leadership of the United States, 
despite the cooperation of the 
Soviet Union - then we shall be 
Friday, October 12, 1990 
back in a world of anarchy punctu-
ated by explosions of force," Hurd 
said. 
"The clouds would have extin-
guished the light. We cannot allow 
this to happen." Hurd also said 
Saddam should know that force 
will be used if Iraq does not pull 
out of Kuwait, which his troops 
invaded on Aug. 2. 
"Day by day we must build in 
the minds of the Iraqis the certain-
ty that they have to leave Kuwait -
if not peacefully, then forced out 
by military action," Hurd said. 
Monday 's killing by Israeli 
police of 19 Arabs during a riot in 
Jerusalem brought international 
outcry and united Arab nations 
against Israel, a close ally of the 
United States. There was concern 
that the israeli action might weak-
en Arab support for the multina-
tional military presence in the gulf. 
The U.N. Security Council is 
considering means of censuring 
Israel that would satisfy outraged 
Arab nations and also Israel's 
allies. 
Oil prices rose $1. 73 a barrel in 
New York Thursday to close at 
$40.43 on unfounded rumors that a 
Palestine terrorist group lobbed 
missiles into the Israeli-occupied 
West Bank, land taken from the 
Arabs in the 1967 war. Stocks in 
New York again fell, down 42.82 
points to an 18-month low at 
2,365.10. 
ouse ·scraps anti-obscenity curbs 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
use defeated a move Thursday 
impose strict new anti-obsceni-
curbs on the National 
dowment for the Arts and 
ded toward a showdown vote 
a bipartisan bill that would let 
courts decide whether federal-
subsidized art is obscene. 
On a 245-175 roll call, the 
ouse rejected a proposal by 
. Dana Rohrabacher, R-Calif., 
prohibit endowment support 
r works that depict "sexually 
plicit conduct" or sexual 
ploitation of children, attack 
'gion, defile the American flag 
include "an actual human 
bryo or fetus." House mem-
rs also buried, 361-64, a pro-
sal by Rep. Philip Crane, R-111., 
abolish the $171 million feder-
arts agency because of its past 
pport for what Crane called 
obnoxious, perverted and sick" 
projects. 
The House then took up a 
ipartisan compromise bill that 
would scrap current anti-obsceni-
ty curbs on spending by the 
endowment and instead penalize 
grant recipients who are later con-
victed of violating obscenity 
laws. 
Rohrabacher warned his col-
leagues that "the American peo-
ple are watching this debate" on 
television, implying that House 
members who opposed his 
amendment would face the wrath 
of voters in the Nov. 6 congres-
sional elections. 
He said the compromise bill 
negotiated by Reps. Pat 
Williams, D-Mont., and E. 
Thomas Coleman, R-Mo., was a 
fraud and a "political fig leaf" -
that would do nothing to halt the 
flow of offensive art allegedly 
subsidized by the arts endow-
ment. 
Liberal lawmakers denounced 
Rohrabacher's tough proposed 
crackdown as a possibly uncon-
stitutional attempt to intimidate 
artists and squelch freedom of 
ARROW ·rRA VEL 
expression. 
Rep. Pat Williams, D-Mont., 
said Rohrabacher's proposal was 
"copper-riveted, iron-clad cen-
sorship of the first degree." Rep. 
James Scheuer, D-N.Y., called it 
"an offensive and misguided 
measure." Thursday's emotional 
floor debate, delayed by wran-
gling over a budget resolution 
~nd efforts to negotiate a com-
promise, capped months of con-
troversy over public financing of 
creative works regarded by some ' 
as obscene or blasphemous. 
The Williams-Coleman com-
promise was castigated by Rep. 
Ron Marlenee, R-Mont. 
"It's a fix ... that allows the 
junkies to continue to peddle 
their depraved, sadistic wares 
with impunity," said Marlenee, a 
conservative who may be fight-
ing the liberal Williams in 1992 
for the single Montana House 
s·eat expected to emerge from 
redistricting based on the 1990 
census. 
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL 
Jamaica & Cancun: 2NQ PERSON 
FLIES FREE 
620 W. Lincoln 
West Park Plaza 
7A 
Send your sweetie a 
Sweetest Day Personal 
in 
The Daily Eastern News 
Your message will appear Friday, Oct. 19th 
DEADLINE IS TUES., OCT. 16 AT 2 P.M. 
r-----------,r-----------, BEEF N' ARBY'S® 
: CHEDDAR SANDWICH, : : TURKEY DELUXE : 
I BAG OF FRIES, I I SANDWICH I 
I 20 OZ. SOFT DRINK I I I 
If.\ $249 11 f.\ $150 I I~ ll~ONLY I 
I Save up to $1.03 (or more) 11 OffervalKlthrough November30.1990atparucipatongAJby's;> I limit 1 per customer Not valid with any other offer, or discount Resturants. Limit 4 per coupon Not Valid with any other coupons 
Lv:.a~a=o~_!!o~E.:.re:!oV:bef_!·.!:o~ L-_ .!ff~or.=m!:"!!S:n~ __ .J 
r-----------,r----~------, 
ARBY'S® 50¢ OFF 
: SUPER ROAST : : : 
I BEEF SANDWICH . I IANY REGULARLY PRICEDI 
I~ $ -t 59 I 1 'RBY'S® SANDWICH I 1 r I 1 1 (EXCEPT JUNIOR) 1 
I JUST I I I 
I R~r~r:~~. ~~~~h:~~~~.3~0t1e~~a!li:'~ro~"!~~~s I I R~~r~~. ~~~~h~~=~.3~0t1e~~da~~~~ro~=~s I L - - .!~o~m-=n~S:"'!.. __ .J L __ ~~or.=m_:n:;!s:_nt;_ - _ .J 
. DS1111Elllft,1)~/ 
310 Lincoln Ave.· Charleston• 348-5144 
• Homestyle Burger 
• 16 oz. soft drink 
• Order of fries 
• 5 oz. sundae 
Good only at participating Dairy Queen stores 
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Junk could hamper space flights 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Space-faring nations are 
scattering so much junk into near-Earth orbit that 
shuttle flights could become too dangerous by the 
end of the decade, a congressional agency said today. 
"The presence of debris in low-Earth orbits, where 
fast-moving objects could pierce inhabited spacecraft 
such as the planned international space station, 
Freedom, and the Soviet space station, Mir, is espe-
cially troublesome because of the risk to human 
life,'' the Office of Technology Assessment reported. 
A spacecraft that circles below 1,250 miles altitude 
is considered in low-Earth orbit. All manned space-
ships except those that went to the moon are in that 
category. 
tional satellites,'' said OT A. The rest is debris from 
spent rocket boosters, exploded satellites and satel-
lites that no longer serve any purpose. 
Debris also is becoming a problem at the 22,300-
mile altitude where communications .satellites oper-
ate. 
"Debris can collide with both active and inactive 
satellites, damaging the active satellites and produc-
ing more debris from both,'' the OT A study said. 
"Pollution in the form of gases and small particles of 
rocket exhaust may erode and contaminate spacecraft 
surfaces." 
PAKENTS1 WEEKEND 
E-D I T I 0 N 
The report said international action will be needed 
to minimize. production of new debris and to cope 
with that already in orbit. 
VVatch for it, Nov. 2 
As of last week, the U.S. Space Command was 
tracking 6,645 artificial objects orbiting Earth, each 
larger than a softball and weighing a total of about 
4.5 million pounds. They whiz around in all direc-
tions at 4.5 miles a second. Some experts think there 
may be 30,000 to 70,000 bits of smaller junk. 
It suggested that boosters and spacecraft could be 
designed so they won't explode or break up; batteries 
could be protected from explosion; and spent upper 
stages of rockets could be removed by reducing their 
altitude so atmospheric drag will bring them down. 
The Daily Eastern News 
"Only 6 percent of the catalogued objects are func-
ALPHA SIGS INDIVIDUAL ROOMS 
"You Carry The Key" 
Behind Rex & Dons Warehouse 
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920 
Day Phone 345-3334 
Night Phone 345-5850 
DON THOMASON-OWNER 
ARE PROUD OF THEIR FALL PLEDGE CLASS 
PRESIDENT-Kristen Nielsen 
TREASURER-Carla Sims 
VICE PRESIDENT-Gail Valker 
SOCIAL CHAIR-April Smidl 
SECRETARY-:--Gina Reinhart 
CHAPLAIN-Jerry Tompkins 
EIU DORM RENTAL 
FRIG SPECIAL 
Mini-Frig $25 til May '91 
Jr. Maxi-FriQ $29 til May '91 
Jennifer Arnold 
Vanessa Blackward 
Kim Fox 
Shelby Greene 
Ameila Heape 
Lori lmmungs 
Traci Knox 
Jenny Mathas 
Wendy Myers 
Jocelyn Segar 
Tracy Tracy 
Tricia Brunner 
Leslie Cox 
Dawn Curry 
Julie Drummond Kim Kessler 
Laurie LaNasa 
Lisa Trankar 
Pam Waage 
Colleen Wangler Kelly Eaves 
Kathy Enz 
FREE DELIVERY 
Call ICE BOXER 
1-800-336-6036 
or 345-7083 
You~re All Doing A Great Job Pledging~~ 
KTXL 
Welcome Back 
Alumni! 
Try Our New 
Blue Panther 
$1.25 
also ... 
Blue Tail Fly 
& 
Tom Collins 
$1.00 
New D.J. at Top of Roes 
Open lp.m. to la.m. 
Fri & Sat 
LIVE BANDS 
Fri 12th: The Take 
Sat 13th: The Saloonatics 
GOOD LUCK PANTHERS! 
Sell Your Unwanted Items 
In The 
Daily Eastern News Classifieds! 
~~!!ll)o,. 
Send your sweette a 
Sweetest_ Day 
Personal 
1n 
The Daily Eastern News 
10 words for $1.00 
Each additional word-10 ¢ 
Color artwork is an additional $2.00 
Your message will appear Friday, Oct. 19th 
DEADLINE 1S TUES., OCT. 16 AT 2 P.M. 
r-----------------------------------, 
I Name I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
1 Address ___________ ~------------
I 
1 Phone--------------~· Artwork _____ _ 
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Safe at home? 
Panthers nestle at home 
for Indiana State contest 
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Sports editor 
After last week's 27-17 victory 
over Western Illinois in Macomb, 
Eastern football coach Bob Spoo 
said he was proud of his team for 
earning its second road victory of 
the year. 
Now, though, after spending 
five of their first six games on 
opponents' turf, the Panthers start 
a string of four consecutive home 
games against Indiana State at 2 
p.m. Saturday at O'Brien Stadium 
for Eastern' s 7 4th Homecoming 
game. 
Eastern, 2-4 overall and 1-1 in . 
the Gateway, will most probably 
start junior Lee Borkowski at 
quarterback against the 
Sycamores (2-4, 0-3) because 
freshman Jeff Thorne, who has 
started every game this season, is 
still recovering from an ankle 
injury he suffered against the 
Leathernecks. 
"It's coming along slowly,'' 
said Thorne, who added that he 
That leaves way for 
Borkowski, who has seen limited 
action behind Thorne this year 
after redshirting last season with a 
knee injury. Borkowski has 
played in four of Eastern's games 
thus far, completing five of 11 
passes for 40 yards and a touch-
down. 
"Right now, (we'd go with) 
Lee Borkowski;" said Spoo, who 
is 2-1 lifetime against the 
Sycamores. "We 're just glad to 
have a very competent guy to take 
over for (Jeff)." Borkowski said 
he's ready to go. 
"I'm very excited to play," 
Borkowski said. "The experience 
has helped, any experience helps. 
I'm a very competitive person and 
I always want to play. Now I'm 
finally getting the chance and I 
hope to make the best of it." 
File photo--Uid not prac~ice on Wednesday 
rn running hack Jamielones , Gateway Conference leader in a/1-pwpose yardage, will he playing at and that h~ did not expect ~o play 
• /1 Stadium Saturday for the first time since the Panthers departed on a three-game road streak on S~turday .. 1:he only way I d ,flay 
.15. Eastern brings a 2-4 record into their Homecoming contest, which starts at 2 p.m. Saturday. this week is m an emergency· 
The big matchup of the after-
noon features Indiana State tail-
back Derrick Franklin and 
Eastern halfback Jamie Jones, the 
No. I and 2 rushers in the confer-
ence with 678 and 675 yards, 
respectively. 
Franklin, the fourth-ranked 
• Continued on page 38 
lassie running back matchup may decide contest 
en Indiana State visits Charleston for 
ateway Conference matchup in 
m's Homecoming Saturday at 2 p.m. 
Brien Stadium, the division's top two 
ers will be featured in each team's 
tern junior Jamie Jones is just three 
s behind the Sycamores' Derrick 
!in in the conference rushing race, 
ugh Jones leads the conference in all-
se running. 
anklin gained 253 yards - a confer-
record - in Indiana State's 52-0 victo-
ver Murray State last week to pull 
of Jones in the rushing race with 678 
s. Jones' 148 yards against Western 
ed his total to 675. 
The two are ranked fourth and fifth, 
ctively, in the nation. 
e similarities in the runners' statistics 
astounding. 
hey have both played in six games, 
es has two more carries than Franklin 
2-130), Franklin has three more yards 
Jones, Franklin averages 5.2 yards 
carry compared to Jones' 5. I, Frank-
has scored four touchdowns while 
nes has scored two, and Franklin's 
ds per game (113) barely edges out 
es' ( 112.5). 
So who's better? 
"I think Jamie, because of his special 
s play and his receiving, is a better all-
und back," said Eastern head coach Bob 
. "(Franklin) has great vision. perhaps 
's a much more effective cutback runner. 
e's a slashy, herky-jerky, cutback-type 
ner. 
"As a simile. (Franklin's) like the 
icago Bears' back in the '60s - Gayle 
5-6 HEIGHT 5-11 
155 WEIGHT 187 
174.2 ALL-PURPOSE 114.5 
JAMIE JONES 
Kevil, Ky. 
PANTHERS vs. SYCAMORES DERRICK FRANKLIN 
Mansfield, Ohio 
TALE OF THE 
Sayers - he's got that type of elusiveness. 
Overall, Jamie's more versatile because 
he's an all-purpose back." 
In fact, Jones is a better all-around back 
- one of the best in the nation. His 1,045 
all-purpose yards rank him third in the 
nation in Division I-AA, more than 400 
yards better than Franklin's 687. Franklin 
ranks fourth in the Gateway in the all-pur-
pose category. 
Besides his rushing total, Jones has 155 
yards receiving and 215 kickoff return 
yards, an average of 174.2 yards per game. 
Sycamore coach Dennis Raetz. 6-5 
against Eastern in his 11 years at Indiana 
State, offers this opinion: 
"I think coach Spoo will say that his 
back is the better and I would say that mine 
is," Raetz said. "They're both very good 
backs. They're both kids you'd go to offen-
TAPE 
sively. They're two awfully good running 
backs." 
Jones said he sees the matchup as more 
of a way to motivate him than anything 
else. 
"I kind of look at it as a challenge, bu• 
more as competition," Jones said. "It's 
another way to get up for the game, to get 
motivated for the game. It's being used in a 
positive way." 
. -,.. 
... 
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1990 Eastern Illinois 
Football Roster 
Rod Heard s 
2 Terrence Hickman SE 
3 Mike Petrie S 
4 Mike Adams FL 
5 Jason Cook FL 
6 Ramond D'Alesio K 
7 Jeff Miles S 
8 Mike Rummell SE 
9 'Jeff Thorne QB 
10 Juan Cox CB 
11 Brian Pindar P 
14 Eric Dircks NB 
15 Kim Hennelly QB 
16 Quinn Steiner QB 
17 Lee Borkowski QB 
18 Mike Sahm TE 
19 Brian Kelly QB 
20 Edson Castillo TB 
21 Broe Montgomery TB 
22 Lee Striggles TB 
23 Jamie Jones TB 
24 Tom Whitaker TB 
25 Gunner Schwing WR 
27 Joe Champagne S 
29 Tony Farrell S 
30 John Sengstock FB 
32 Stan Milan TE 
33 Lee Evans CB 
34 Dave Bair TB 
35 Martin Ellens TB 
36 Jason Caldwell P/K 
37 Jim Martin FB 
38 Jeff Hopper LB 
39 J.R. Elder FB 
40 Del Baker CB 
41 Sean Drendel DB 
42 Dimitri Stewart LB 
43 Jim Rose DB 
44 Mike Smith CB 
45 Tim Jones LB 
46 Dan Wegrzyn OLB 
47 Jeff Scariano NB 
48 Tim Lance NB 
50 Jim Noll LB 
51 Randy Wintner C 
52 Bob Kehoe OG 
53 Mike Settles LB 
54 Jeff Oetting OLB 
55 Derrick Lane LB 
56 Tod Schwager C 
57 Todd Hintze LB 
58 John Noll LB 
59 Clint Conway OG 
60 Joe Olson OT 
61 Brad Fichtel OG 
62 Brian Callahan OT 
63 Tim Gleason · OG 
64 Jim Morreale K 
65 Lee Emhoff OG 
67 Mike Richart OT 
68 Jim Kenyon OT 
69 Bob Karlov C 
70 Don Mensik OL 
71 Kyle Price OT 
72 Jeff Brewster OT 
73 Wayne Keneipp OG 
75 Demetrius Lane OLB 
76 Corey Miceli OG 
78 Dan Purcell OT 
79 Aaron Hill OG 
80 Mark Grady TE 
81 Shannon Sutton CB 
82 Chris Dudek WR 
83 Scott Michaels WR 
84 Donnie Dittmar FL 
85 Doug Wolf TE 
86 Tim Moore TE 
87 Brent Bickhaus SE 
90 Kent Mcintyre OT 
92 Derrick Spack OT 
93 Dan Dee OT 
94 Joe Remke OT 
95 Cam Brosseau OLB 
96 W. Cushingberry LB 
97 Chris Wilkerson OLB 
98 Kevin Zeng OLB 
~ 'J ." ~ •• ,{"'". I.-: ' •' ... ''Ollj 
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EASTERN 
vs. 
Indiana State 
2 p.m. Saturday 
O'Brien Stadium 
Radio: WLBH-FM, 97 
The series: These two teams have met 61 times with Indiana 
State holding a 33-25-3 edge, although Eastern has won four of 
the last five. This is the second oldest rivalry for the Panthers . 
Last meeting: Eric Arnold threw touchdown passes of 14 and 
66 yards to Jason Cook and the defense held Indiana State three 
times inside the 10-yard line to record a 21-7 victory. 
The coaches: Eastern coach Bob Spoo, 21-20 in his fourth 
year, 2-1 against Indiana State. Indiana State's Dennis Raetz, 57-
60-1 in his 11th year, 6-5 against the Panthers. 
Homecoming I: Today is the 74th Homecoming contest which 
began in 1915 with Eastern defeating Shurtleff 52-6. The Panthers 
are almost .500 in Homecoming games with a 32-34-7 record . 
Homecoming II: The Panthers have met the Sycamores six 
times in Homecoming games, winning five . 
The lineups: 
PANTHER OFFENSE - Mike Rummell SE , Dan Purcell LT, Brad 
fichtel LG, Tod Schwager C, Tim Gleason RG , Brian Callahan 
RT, Mark Grady TE, Lee Borkowski QB, Broe Montgomery FB, 
Jamie Jones HB, Jason Cook FL. 
PANTHER DEFENSE - Jeff Oetting LE , Kent Mcintyre LT, Dan 
Dee RT, Joe Remke RE, Mike Settles ILB , John Noll ILB , Tim 
Lance NKL, Rob Heard LCB , Juan Cox RCB, Tony Farrell LHB , 
Jeff Miles RHB. . 
PANTHER SPECIALISTS - Brian Pindar P, Ray D'Alesio KO/PK, 
Tony Farrell H, Tod Schwager LS , Martin Ellens/Jamie Jones 
KOR, Terrence Hickman PR. 
SYCAMORE OFFENSE - John Story SE , Kip Beach LT, David 
Sharbaugh LG , George Fitzsimmons C, Matt Boardman RG , 
Robert Egidi RT , Kirk Christensen TE , John Stites QB , David 
Nichol FB, Derrick Franklin TB, Charles Swann FL. 
SYCAMORE DEFENSE - Doug Dutton LT , Pete Georges NT, 
Glenn Skreppen RT, Scott Foster OLB, Bryan McGrone OLB, Eric 
Christensen ILB , Clint Davis ILB, Donald Cox CB, Solomon 
Emerson CB, Marcus Wilson SS, Troy Mickens WS. 
SYCAMORE SPECIALISTS - Rob Hufty P/PK, Von Ganaway PR, 
John Story/Von Ganaway KR, Von Ganaway H, David Sharbaugh 
S. 
HAI RB ENDERS 
1/2 PRICE 
HAIRCUT 
For first time clients 
Regular $10.50 NOW 5.25 
Must present this coupon 
Ex pi res 1 0/31 /90 
345-6363 
610 W. Lincoln (Next to Jewel) 
1."111111111 11111 1111 11 I I 1111111111111111 
WELCOME 
BACK 
ALUMNI! 
FRIDAY 
#----..__....,.OPEN AT 4 O'CLOCK~--~ 
50C BURGERS 
40C FRIES 
$2 PITCHERS 
SATURDAY 
4THANNUAL 
BREAKFAST BASH 
OPEN AT 7:00 A.M.! 
START HOMECOMING WITH . .. 
FRIENDS 
509 VAN BUREN 
Welcome Back Alums! 
Good Luck Panthers 
& 
all Org~nizations 
involved in the 
HOMECOMING 1990 
FESTIVITIES!!! 
Here's To You EIU! 
-
-
-
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Payton's place 
Panthe·rs' greatest quarterback 
now on Indiana State's sideline 
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Sports editor 
For four years, Sean Payton devastated 
opposing defenses as Eastern' s quarter-
back, shattering 14 of 15 school passing 
marks from 1983-86 and leading the 
Panthers to two Division I-AA playoffs. 
But this Homecoming game - Eastern's 
74th - will be a little different for Payton. 
Instead of returning to Charleston for a 
reunion with friends and former team-
mates, he is arriving as the enemy. 
Payton, who is seventh on the all-time 
passing list in NCAA history with 10,655 
yards, was hired as Indiana State's quarter-
backs/receivers coach in the off-season and 
will be on the sidelines when Eastern hosts 
the Sycamores at 2 p.m. Saturday at 
% O'Brien Stadium. 
"I think it will be a bit different," said 
the 26-year-old Payton, who previously 
W -;r was a receivers coach at San Diego State. 
.,w "I think it happens a lot - players end up 
... coaching against the team they played for. 
"But more than that, it's an important 
. ~ game for both teams. We're both 2-4 and 
we both need wins. But from a personal 
standpoint, it will be a little different. I left 
11! Eastern only three years ago, and I'll still 
have some friends that I'll see there." 
Payton holds the school mark for most 
passing yards in a game with 509 and 
t threw for 300 yards or more 20 times in his 
,1 v i collegiate career, including five games for 
""""""''""'"""· """ ""=-"'""· .~ more than 400 yards in the air. 
team at 11-2, which, Payton said, is the 
thing that stands out most in his memories 
of Eastern. 
"The first thing that comes to my mind 
when I'm talking about Eastern is the 1986 
season and winning 11 games - just that 
itself sticks out," Payton said. "I think that 
sits above anything else. 
'The way we played together made it 
that more special. I was fortunate with the 
players I had around me and the relation-
ships that developed with the 11-win sea-
son. We became a little more close and we 
still keep in touch." 
Indiana State head coach Dennis Raetz 
said that Payton first won his respect as a 
player at Eastern. 
"I think first off, I always admired him 
as a player and as a person," Raetz said. 
"He impressed me with his ability, with his 
attitude, with his knowledge, with his 
enthusiasm with the players. I'm happy to 
have him as a part of our program. He's 
helped in the aspect of throwing the foot-
ball and he's added life with his relation-
ship with the kids. Everything he's done 
has been positive." · 
And Payton, who wandered through four 
different teams and four different profes-
sional leagues after he left Eastern, added 
that he's not complaining about his first 
coaching opportunity. 
"I really enjoy being here," Payton said. 
File photo In his four years as a Panther, Payton led 
ayton ended his career at Eastern as the No. 7 passer in NCAA histo1y. After playing in his teammates to a 32-15 record, including 
· erent professional leagues, Payton is now an assistant coach at Indiana State. . the 1986 Division I-AA q uarterfinalist 
"I couldn't be happier with the opportunity 
coach Raetz has given me. I feel very for-
tunate to be associated with the players and 
the coaches. I have a good group of talent-
ed receivers and a talented quarterback that 
has a great deal of ability." 
anthers nestle at .home 
•From page IB 
in Division I-AA - a spot ahead of Jones - ran for a 
nee-record 253 yards last week in the Sycamores' 
unding of Murray State, which defeated Eastern 
earlier this season. 
rray just never adjusted to (Franklin)," Spoo said. 
State) did what everybody else would do - they ran 
somebody stopped him, and they didn't (stop him)." 
Franklin be stopped? Spoo said he thinks so. 
was (shut down) to a much greater extent t_he week 
against Western," Spoo said. "Murray State did 
g to try to adjust. He's an exceptional back with 
bility." 
ough Jones' numbers weren't as impressive last 
he managed to net 148 yards on 34 carries for his 
-yard effort of the year. He is also averaging 174.2 
~ 
The Men of 
all-purpose yards per game, good for first in the Gateway 
and third in the nation. Indiana State is led by fifth-year 
senior quarterback John Stites, who has completed 81 of 
166 passes for 1,042 yards. His seven touchdown passes 
lead the conference, but he also has nine interceptions, 
which ties him for the league lead in that category. 
"I think (Indiana State's) a team that, except for a play 
here and a play there, could be 2-1 in the conference," 
Spoo said. "They could beat anybody on any day. 
"They now possess they No. 1 rusher in the conference. 
They've got a fine, balanced attack. They've got two 
skilled receivers, their kickoff and punt returners are No. 1 
and 2 in those categories. They're a very capable team and 
are very well coached. They're capable, very capable of 
putting points on the board." 
Sycamore coach Dennis Raetz, in his 11th year, had the 
same amount of respect for the Panthers. 
"They're a very well-coached team," Raetz said. "A 
year ago, they gave us all kinds of problems defensively. 
This is an important game for both teams." 
Last year, the Panthers defeated the Sycamores 21-7, but 
Eastern's defense held Indiana State scoreless three times 
when it had the ball inside the Panther 10-yard line. 
"From our point of view, (our offense) struggled against 
their defense last year," Spoo said. "We only had seven 
first downs the entire football game. They've gotten hurt 
on big plays themselves. Their defense is effective. 
They're not as big as Western, but they're quicker. 
"The three games (I've) had with them have been strug-
gles. Last year, we had to ward them off. The only year we 
were respectable (offensively) is when we went there. We 
scored 21 points but we lost. We'd like to help the defense 
out. We want to control" the ball and keep the defense off 
of the field, if we can." 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
[ ] Gain Administrative/Management experience 
· for 12 hours of academic credit 
[]Opportunity to work with top government and 
business officials 
[ ] Open to all majors 
SIGMA Pl [ ] Good oral and written communication skills required [] Must be junior or senior with minimum 2.75 
would like to 
welcome back all alums 
and wish everyone a 
great homecoming! 
Go Panthers! 
CUM. GPA 
[] Graduate students must have 3.25 CUM. GPA 
[ ] Must be enrolled full-time at time of application 
[] Paid Internships are available for both Spring 
and Summer 1991 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
OF STATE COLLEGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES 
Application Deadline Date: October 22, 1990 
Application Forms are available from: 
...___... ....... ____ .__ ·--------------
~- • ~ 'l • 
Johnetta Jones 
Director, Minority Affairs 
327 Coleman Hall 
Phone: 581-5719 
I~ 
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Maton still a running success 
By ANN TASTAD 
Staff writer 
Jim Maton came to Eastern as 
high school state champion. He left 
four years later as a national cham-
pion and an Olympic contender. 
Since Maton graduated from 
Eastern in 1988 after winning the 
1988 800-meters at the NCAA 
Indoor Track and Field 
Championships, he has continued 
running with a degree of success. 
Maton has continued to concen-
trate on running the 800-meters by 
competing last winter in the indoor 
track circuit. He competed in such 
meets as the triangular meet with 
the United States, England, and the 
Soviet Union. There, he placed 
second in the 800-meters. He's also 
placed fourth at The Athletic 
Congress (TAC) National meet and 
second at a meet at the Meadow-
lands in New Jersey. 
"I ran about 1:47 all year," said 
Maton. "I ran I :48 when I won 
nationals at Eastern." 
Maton plans to continue training 
l and running the indoor circuit again 
1 this winter. 
"I'll be training for the Olympic 
-outs in 1992 and then that will 
robably be it," said Maton, who is 
ngaged to Michelle Dekkers, an 
CAA cross country champion 
om Indiana University. 
Maton continued training after 
aving Eastern but felt a he needed 
change in his training pattern. So 
he packed up everything and 
moved to Bloomington, Ind., 
known as the running mecca of the 
Midwest. 
"Bloomington is a good place to 
train and there are good runners 
here," said Maton. "It definitely is 
"<hat I hoped it would be. 
"I was too much into a rhythm 
there, I was doing the same thing 
all the time," Maton added. 
Maton came to Eastern ' from 
Shelbyville and felt that the size of 
Eastern and Charleston made his 
high school to college transition 
easier. 
"Coming out of high school, 
Eastern was definitely good for me 
because it's a small town like 
Shelbyville and I could come out 
more slowly and work into things," 
said Maton. "I liked Eastern a lot. 
It's a good school." 
Former Eastern Assistant coach 
Tom Akers remembers Maton 
while he was still in high school: 
"We didn't even contact Jim, he 
got in touch with us," said Akers. 
"We kept in contact with him dur-
ing his senior year of high school 
and his times really weren't any-
thing special until he ran at the state 
meet and won the 800-meters. 
Then we thought we had gotten a 
sound athlete." 
Maton made an impact as a 
freshman, running interval work-
outs with the seniors and not back-
ing down from any workout. 
"Jim had a super attitude and 
NEW FIRST LINE BATTERIES FOR WORK OR PLAY 
FREE Alternator & Starter Testing 
FREE Battery Testing 
FREE Installation 
l :illil•i ilti~l:iiliii 
1519 Madison 
Charleston 
Mon.-Fri. 8 - 5 
345-VOLT 
(345-8658) 
Sat. 8 - 1 
'"~;me"-20:10-;;-1SCo'UNTI 
I :" RJ~f~ce~ EIU STUDENTSI 
ANY T\ME \SA GOOD T\ME 
FOR THE BEST MEXICAN FOOD 
IN TOWN. 
I 
I 
819 W. LINCOLN CHARLESTON 345-1551 ..I 
-------
Stockade Burger, Fries & Drink 
801 W. Lincoln 
Charleston 
$322 
Every Sunday 
from 5:00 p.m. 
to close. Includes 
FREE dessert. 
-SIRLOIN STOCKADE~ 
C 1990 Sirloin Stockade International 
Jim Matan 
was not afraid to run with anyone," 
Akers said. "He is very level head-
ed and was never on an ego trip but 
he did expect high things from 
himself as well as his teammates. 
"But those are the things that 
make you a champion and working 
with Jim was like a dream come 
true for a coach. Sometimes I got 
more nervous than he did about .his 
training, worrying if I would mess 
up his training somehow. But it 
was great to see him materialize 
and to see him win it all was a great 
experience," he said. "It's the kind 
of thing that still gives me goose 
bumps just thinking about it." 
Since making the move to 
Bloomington, Ma ton's training 
mileage has increased about 20 
miles a week. 
"I'll probably stay here a couple 
years and then go somewhere 
warmer," Maton said. 
• 
I 
I 
I 
balral here. 
(Vegetables grown elsewhere) 
We bake our Honey Wheat and Italian bread in every store, 
so you know they're fresh. And since you get to watch your 
fixin's being added you know 
they're fresh, too. Subway •• 
Where you can see the freshness. I 
'1· 
-------50~ or 51.00°" 
ANY 6"SUB ANY FOOTLONG 
Buy any regular sub on Honey Wheat or Italian bread 
plus a 22 oz. drink and SAVE! 
FORD 
WELCOMES 
E.l.U. FACULTY AND STUDENTS 
r----------------cou"PoN---------------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SPECIAL 
15°/o Discount On All Repair Bills 
Call For Appointment 
345-FORD • 234-FORD • 923-FORD 
Ask For The Service Department 
lotter Not Valid With 
IAny Other Special 
IMust Present Coupon COUPON Expires 10/31/90 l.Mllll•lli L------------------------------
x 
We would like to wish 
all the participating 
organizations the best. of 
luck during Homecoming '90 
Friday, October 12, 1990 
's waltz into another Series 
LAND, Calif. (AP) - Stifle the yawns. The 
d Athletics are in the World Series. 
eren't they supposed to be there all along? 
't the A's considered the best team in baseball 
pring, before they acquired former All-Stars 
Baines, Willie McGee and Willie Randolph? 
A's were pegged as Goliath going into the 
'can League playoffs against Boston, and they 
tly overwhelmed the Red Sox in four straight. 
t hitting a home run. 
w we have a chance to be put in the category 
ial team," said Oakland's Camey Lansford 
the A's beat Boston 3-1 Wednesday to com-
only the second playoff sweep since the format 
panded to seven games. 
like an earthquake after the second game of 
ar's World Series, the ejection of Roger 
ns in Game 4's second inning Wednesday 
the attention away from the A's when they 
be basking in victory's glow. 
"Then he used several expletives and I had to take 
some action." Clemens, only the fifth player ever to 
be ejected from a playoff game, said he was not 
cursing at Cooney. 
"I saw his throat guard moving so he was saying 
something," Clemens said. "He thought I was talk-
ing to him. I told him, Tm not shaking my head at 
you.' The problem was not with him." 
Wherever Clemens' problem was, his outburst 
was the loudest noise the Red Sox made in the 
series. Oakland's pitching staff held Boston to four 
runs in four games and kept Red Sox hitting at a 
.183 average. 
Boston was unable to drive in a run with a hit 
until Jody Reed singled home Ellis Burks in the 
ninth inning of Game 4. 
In his two starts, Dave Stewart allowed only three 
runners past first in 16 innings. 
HOME-MADE 
GOURMET 
SUBMARINES 
·*** OnFreshBakedBread *** 
DELIVERED 
IMMEDIATELY 
DAILY 11 AM-1 PM & 4 PM-10 PM 
345-1075 
dliiiMY7i•S 
-llllABI' 
58 
ballgame, one player is not going to over-
w what we've accomplished," said Dave 
named the playoffs' Most Valuable Player 
· ing the game that clinched an Oakland trip 
orld Series for the third consecutive year. 
"One run a game for four games. That's amaz-
ing," Lansford said. "The pitchers have done that for 
three years. They've given us a chance to win every 
(postseason) game. We didn't have our big bats 
going, but we manufactured some runs and got the 
job done." 
© Jimmy Johns Inc. 
pie are always looking for something to over-
things," Stewart said. "The fact is this is a 
!club." 
ens, in the second inning of an honorable 
at keeping the Red Sox alive one more day, 
ted by home plate umpire Terry Cooney for 
abuse. 
ey, however, admitted he initiated the con-
'on after he thought Clemens was showing 
because of his calls on two previous pitch-
whim talking, and I said, 'I hope you're not 
to me,"' Cooney said. "He told me to take 
off if I had something to say and I told him 
t want to get into a verbal argument. 
So the A's make their third straight trip to the 
World Series - they are the first team to accomplish 
that since the 1976-78 New York Yankees - looking 
for a satisfaction that they have not allowed them-
selves to feel as yet. 
"We're there, and now we're in the same situation 
as last year," Stewart said. "Hopefully, we won't 
have an earthquake. 
"Hopefully, we'll get to do what people do when 
they win a World Series - go out and celebrate." 
The A's celebrated their third divisional champi-
onship in a business-like fashion, preferring to con-
gratulate each other behind closed doors. 
Like their division-clinching celebration, cham-
pagne was replaced by sparkling apple cider and the 
Oakland clubhouse remained dry. 
START HOMECOMING 
WITH A 
~~~TROPICAL PARTY ~~JJ>J 
$1.50 NSEX ON THE BEACH 
NMAI TAI 
NMAUI WOWIE 
NHAWAllAN PUNCH 
CASH CONTEST 
-BANANA EATING 
-DIZZY LIMBO 
-MONKEY MAN 
$1 KAMAJVJ WAJYALAYA SllOTS 
E.I.U. ALUMJVI • CllECK OUT OUR NEW SllOT BARI 
~u~ 
Saturday, October 13th 
BLACK STUDENT UNION'S 
1990 Homecoming Dance 
10 p.m. - 2 a.m. in the 
University Union Grand Ballroom 
Featuring our 1st Annual 
Duke and Duchess 
• Refreshments Served 
TICKETS 
$5.00 at the door 
4.00 in advance, Union Walkway Fri. 11-3 
AT TED'S J: 
FRIDAY 9' c{ 
r--------------------, ! Eastern's Own 
~"SHADOOBEE" 
0 
Songs by 
Rolling Stones, The Cure, 
U2, David Bowie & more! 
- -
I I 
1 Admission $1 (8-1 O w/ coupon) 1 
L--------------------~ SATURDAY 
r--------------------, 
"STICKY WICKET" 
Hot Rock-N-Roll Show 
from Champaign 
Songs by 
Bullet Boys, Motley 
Crue, Poison & more! 
L-~~m1~~~~l~~~o_~~~lp2~_J 
UNT MARTHA'S UNIQUE GIFfS 
"BALLOON ARTIST" 
----- Would like to wish all students, parents, and ----· 
Alumni a fantastic 
Hoon Delivery 7 Days A Week 
Balloon Shipping Available 
Balloon Decorating 
Costume & Singing 
Delivery Available 
348-0244 West Park Plaza 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND! 
GO 
PANTHERS! 
( 
Friday, October 12, 1990 
Muhr weathering Storm tryou~s WELCOME BACK EASTERN ALUMS 
VISIT By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Sports editor 
Although graduate Greg Muhr 
isn't returning to Eastern for its 
75th Homecoming celebration, 
he's pretty happy just where he 
is. 
Murh, who graduated last 
pecember after a four-year 
career as an Eastern fullback, 
has been trying out for the St. 
Louis Storm of the Major Indoor 
Soccer League since they draft-
ed him as their first pick and the 
third pick overall in late July. 
And from all indications, 
Muhr will be suiting up for the 
Storm's opening game on Oct. 
19 against the Wichita Wings. 
"(Things are going) pretty 
well," Muhr said. "Everything's 
kind of winding down now for 
our first game. I just had a talk 
with (head coach) Don Popovic, 
and he told me Saturday I should 
know for sure. 
"I think it's pretty much a 
matter of money now, but it's 
going pretty well. I'm hanging 
in there." 
Muhr, who earned first team 
Mid-Continent Conference hon-
ors last f>a!f, played- for the 
Chicago Power of. the-American 
Indoor Soccer Association after -
he left Eastern. 
His play with the Power 
earned him a spot on the 36-
player College Soccer Showcase 
in Baltimore. The game featured 
the top college seniors from 
around the nation. The day after 
the all-star game, Muhr was 
selected by St. Louis. 
And although he has practiced 
with the team for six weeks, 
Muhr said Popovic hasn't given 
him much of an indication of 
what his chances are. 
"He's kind of keeping it a 
'secret," Muhr said. "But I've 
been hanging ·around and mak-
ing a lot of friends with the guys 
Send your sweetie a 
Sweetest Day 
Personal 
in 
The Daily Eastern News 
10 words for$ 1 .00 
Each additional word 10¢ 
Color artwork is an 
additional $2.00 
The message wlll 
appear 
on 
Friday, Oct. 19th 
Boaters to face ·Cougars 
in· Homecoming match 
By R.J. GERBER 
Staff writer 
The Cougars of the College 
of Charleston, S.C., will be 
Eastern' s opponent Saturday at 
Ll :30 a.m. at Lakeside Field as 
the Panther soccer team plays 
its 1990 Homecoming match. 
The Cougars are led by 
seniors Colin Osbourne and 
Luiz Vieira. Osbourne is the 
leading scorer with eight goals 
and three assists. Vieira has 
scored six goals and has assist-
ed on two others. 
The Division I opponent has 
a record of 7-5-1 thus far this 
season, but the .Panthers don't 
know much more than that 
about the Cougars. 
"We don't know anything 
about them yet," junior goal-
ke.eper Dave Middleton said. 
"But we like to play at home. I 
on the team~ and some ·of them 
have been- telling me h~.'~ going 
to sign you, he's goinz t:Q: .. sign 
you, just wait."' -
When the Storm traveled to 
Maine to take on the Baltimore 
Blast last weekend, Muhr didn't 
play at all in the team's 5-4 win 
on Friday night. But the follow-
ing night in Springfield, Mass., 
he played the entire contest on a 
triple shift and had an assist in 
the team;s 9-5 win. 
"(Popovic) has a lot of 
defenders - I think he's got six 
left," Muhr said. "Right now, he 
wants to see how we react to 
different situations." 
Muhr added that he hasn't 
had any pi:oblems fitting in with 
the team. 
think we're getting back on the 
right track." 
Eastern stands at 4,-6-1 so 
far this year. The Panthers are 
coming off of a 2c2 tie against 
Western Illinois. 
"It was good that we showed 
enough heart to come back to 
get the tie," Middleton said. 
"We would rather have gotten 
the win, though. We're playing 
harder and more aggressively. 
That makes us a lot better. All 
we can do against them is play 
really aggressive and control 
the ball." 
Junior captain Tom Pardo 
said that the PantherSJwill come 
out and go after the Cougars. 
"It's a home game, so we'll 
come out and play our game," 
Pardo said. "We need to put the 
ball in the net. We will see 
what they have and go after 
them." 
"It's .interesting," he said. 
"It's kind of weird, but I feel 
more comfortable here than I 
did in a half season with Chi-
cago." 
With Homecoming in mind, 
Muhr said that he misses the 
friendships with his former 
teammates the most. 
."I think when I look blk on 
my career at Eastern, I on 't 
remember one particular ~m·e 
or one particular season,' Muhr 
said. "It was just my rel tion-
ships with the players on the 
team - with (head coach) Cizo 
(Mosnia) and guys on the team 
and the friendships that I'll have 
the rest of my life. That's what 
stands out the most." 
TREASURE ISLAND 
& &lm~V8NlGE · 
ii 
• New & Used Furniture 
· • Secure Storage 
• 24 Hour Access 
• New & Used Jewelry 
• New Gift Items 
• Used Clothing 
• Used Paperbacks 
• Book Exchange 
348-1041 West Rt. 316 Mon. - Sat. 10 am - 5 pm 
JUST SPENCE'S· 
SAVE ON "FASHIONS FROM THE PAST". 
STYLES FROM 50'S,60'S & 70'S 
OPEN TUES-WED THURS FRI-SAT 
1-5 1-6 1-5 
FLL\TUNERS 
COl~A PK:TUMI 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 AND 9:10 
SUNDAY 2:00 AND 7:00 
MON TO.THURS NITE 7:00 
GROSr 
FRiiAl· NITE 4:4'5, 7:15; it.3o 
SAT/SUN aMTIEE 2:15 PM 
~TO THURS HITE 4:46 AN> 7:15 
MARKBD 
FOR DEATH 
TIE 
EDGE OF 
SUSPENSE. 
l!J ~-
FRWAT NrTE 5:15, 7:15, 9:15 
SAT/SUN aMDEE 2:15 PM 
SUN TO THURS NrTE 5:15 AN> 7:15 
~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~--;;;;;;;;;;========= 
* WANTED * 
• Energetic juniors or S~niors who are willing to help teach basic 
literary skills to under educated adults during the spring semester '-
1991. 
• Qualifications: Upper division students - any majors who are willing to give time to l 
fortunate persons. 
·Location: The Mattoon Adult Edu.cation Center, 1617 Lakeland Blvd., Mattoon 
·To Apply: Obtain an application form _in the Reading Center BB 225. Enroll in ELE 4780 
Studies in Education: Adult Literacy Library (3 Credits) AND ELE 4800 Studies in 
Education: Methods and Materials for Teaching Undereducated Adults ( 1 Credit) 
For more information contact any of the following: 
• Margaret Kamaryt • Marla Spinner 
581-3077 348-8886 
Patricia Andrews 
345-2535 
• Sara Crerar 
348-8886 
• Elizabeth Gillingham 
581-8094 
• Janet Lambert 
581-5728 
• Cindy Hannon 
581-3678 
• Dorene lnsel 
581-8018 
o Homecoming 
Men, women harriers hit 
Indiana course for invite 
BRIAN HARRIS 
Eastern' s men's and women's 
ss country teams will be run-
ing in the Indiana University 
vitational this weekend. 
After Indiana, the men's team 
ill have two weeks until the 
nference meet and the district 
et will be the week after that. 
"This will be the toughest meet 
'II run in this season, competi-
wise," said men's head coach 
·1 Moore. "There will be a lot 
Division I teams competing 
Indiana's course can be very 
timidating. We ' re not going to 
our injured people. We'll just 
t them up for conference." 
Moore and assistant coach John 
clnerney will be looking for 
ong performances from Ron 
agan (Mid-Continent Confer-
e Athlete of the Week), Scott 
uchette and Jim Fagan. Along 
t four games with their bullpen 
d their defense. The Pirates' 
ly victory, in Game 1, came 
en left fielder Eric Davis mis-
ged a fly ball to let in the win-
g run. 
The Reds won the next three -
ly the second time since Sept. I 
t they won more than two con-
utive games - and were poised 
clinch the title Wednesday 
"The way they were playing~ 
everything seemed to go their 
way," Pirates outfielder Barry 
Bonds said. "It seemed they could 
do nothing wrong ." Until 
Wednesday. 
. Friday., October 12, 1990 
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-HOMECOMING = 
SPECIALS 
SWEATERS 
HANES 
SWEATSHIRTS 
FASHION·COLORS 
·s1190 
LEE JEANS 
SALE s21 ss 
SHAFER'S 
UPTOWN 
CHARLESTON 
345-2921 
~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111::; 
Advertise! 
GOOD LUCK 
PANTHERS! 
HOMECOMING SPECIAL: 
13 TANS for $35 
offer expires 10/31/90 
At 
THE BODY SHOP 
WE DELMR- 545·1075 
Wl<Dl5.11AM·?PM•4fM-UM Wl<MlS. DAM-ZAM 
HAVINC A PARTY? • ·---GIVE US Z4 HOURS-
Wl°LL MAKE. YOU A Z.4.°"6IOOT SUB (*'\M~) 
•vouR MOM WANTS YOU TO EM'AT .llMMY .IOHN'a!• 
C> COpyrlght Jimmy Johna Inc. 1990 , All Right• Ro-
Advertise! Advertise! 
in the 
t when Reed came to bat with 
Starter Tom Browning gave up 
a 1-0 lead in the first when 
O'Neill let a high-hop liner by 
Andy Van Slyke get past him for 
a triple and Reed Jet the last 
chance slip away by grounding to 
Bonilla. Daily Eastern News 
isk in hospital 
fter dizzy spell 
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago 
ite Sox catcher Carlton Fisk 
as taken to the hos pi ta! 
ursday after complaining of 
· iness while golfing at a subur-
country club. 
White Sox spokesman Eric 
uden said Fisk was alert and in 
ood condition. 
Hospital spokeswoman Roberta 
ichardson said he was given a 
AT scan, but doctors were still 
trying to determine the cause of 
dizziness. 
Fisk, 42, was playing golf at 
e Calumet Country Club in sub-
rban Homewood when he 
became ill. 
He was taken by ambulance to 
South Suburban Hospital in Hazel 
Crest. 
m Coles County Office Products 
Students and Faculty 
Receive 20°/o 
off with a 
Valid Eastern l.D. 
605 f\~onroe• 345-4944 
• Computer & Typewriter 
ribbons and supplies 
• Parcel Shipping 
o Fax for $1.50 first page 
$1.00 each additional page 
(anywhere in Continental U.S.) 
•Computer machine 
repair department 
· Copies 5¢ 
· Transparencies ~0¢ 
88 
Spikers open 
Gateway slate 
over weekend 
By ANN TASTAD 
Staff writer 
Eastern' s volleyball team will 
play three games on ttie road over 
the Homecoming weekend, two of 
which will open the Lady 
Panther's conference schedule. 
The Lady Panthers open the 
Gateway season Friday night 
when they travel to Indiana State. 
Eastern is 8-12 overall while 
Indiana State is 4-13 and in the 
midst of a 10-match losing streak. 
The Sycamores boast one of the 
league's best hitters in Julie 
Kovacs. 
"She is definitely one of the top 
hitters in the conference and she's 
going to get a certain amount of 
kills," Eastern head coach Betty 
Ralston said. "We'll just concen-
trate on slowing her down," 
Eastern will take on defending 
Gateway Conference champion 
Illinois State on Saturday and then 
will travel to Chicago to take on 
the University of Chicago for a 
non-conference match on Sunday 
afternoon. 
"Illinois State was picked to 
finish first in the conference again 
and they had a real good winning 
strak going until last Sa~urday, 
when they lost to Illinois," said 
Ralston. "(The Chicago match) 
will be a chance for our players to 
see their parents and their friends 
and we'll try some different things 
in our lineup to see if they'll 
work." 
The Lady Panthers first home 
conference game is Oct. 19 
against Witchita State in McAfee 
Gym. 
Friday, October 12, 1990 
Extra Extra Extra 
Now Weekends at 
~ANGLER 
All you can eat 
Breakfast buffet 
7 a.m. to 1 o.m. 
Saturday and Sunday only 
(complete breakfast menu also) 703 W. Lincoln 
BUSINESS FORMS 
& SYSTEMS DIVISIONS 
MOORE-Business Forms and System Division a multifaceted organization with unlimit-
ed opportunity for individual advancement is looking for Accounting Personnel. 
Moore continues to support Eastern's College of business by providing job opportunities 
for its graduates, participation in the funding of the College of Business and on campus 
activities. 
On Career Day sign up times for local interviews will be given to individuals who pos-
sess the following qualifications: 
1. B.S. Accounting major with 15 semester hours accounting (3.0 grade 
point min.) Computer skills developed . 
2. High mobility. It is expected individuals will be promotable within 18 
months and will be asked to relocate . 
3. Fast Track oriented. Desire to continue higher educational training. 
4. Able to communicate effectively and can work with people as a team. 
Position is a ground floor opportunity to put to work every discipline you have studied. As 
an Accounting Specialist you will trained within one of our manufacturing or Area facili-
ties. We will develop your people skills and you will be asked to contribute the decision 
making process. Expect a challenge, excellent benefits and a future. 
For more information stop by the MOORE booth on Career Day. lntervtews will be held 
October 24th & Nov. 28th Transcripts/Resumes are required. See placement office for 
sign up. 
OUR PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 
An equal opportunity Employer 
.il!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJlli 
5 HAVE A 4 O'CLOCK CLUB 5 
§ APPETITE? . . . § 
5 TRY OUR 6 O'CLOCK CLUB 5 § PIZZA NIGHT! § 
------------T-----------r------------5 LARGE SMALL SINGLE LARGE 5 
5 2 Ingredient INGREDIENT I Ingredient 5 
5 Pizza & a PIZZA & QUART Pizza & a 5 
5 Quart of OF COKE Quart of 5 
5 Coke. . . for Coke . . . 5 
§ $8.95 $5.95 $7.50 § 
: Delivered • 345-2844 Delivered • 345-2844 Delivered • 345-2844 : 
=-----------L-----------L-----------= • •! JEKKY1S ~z:~b ! 
• • 
: Corner of : 
: 4th & Lincoln 34 5• 2844 : 
• • ~·······················································" 
IRONWORKS 
Halloween Specials: 
12 
Tans 
$25.00 
The Da.ly Eastern News. · 
EVIAN CHARLES 
DRINKING WATER CHIPS 
11 OZ. BOTILES POTATO CHIPS 
2/$1.00 89¢ 
COKE, PEPSI 
BOONES 7 UP, CRUSH 
WINE RC 
2 LITER BOTILES 750 ML 
89¢ 2/$3.00 
LITTLE NATURAL LT. 
-KINGS or KEYSTONE 
24- 7 OZ. 24 -12 OZ. 
LONG NECKS CANS $599 $599 
CALVERT DISTILLERS 
EXTRA PRIDE 
750ML VODKA OR GIN $599 1.75 LITERS $729 W/$1.50 REBATE 
HIRAM MONTEZUMA 
WALKER TEQUILA 
SCHNAPPS WHITE OR GOLD 
750 ML ASST. FLAVORS 750ML $499 $499 
PANTHER SPORT SHOPPE 
DAILY 9·8, SUN. 12·5 
1414 SIXTH STREET, IN OLD TOWNE SQUARE 
ONE BLOCK NORTH Of OLD MAIN 
Gym Membership 
Today - December 15 
$30 
512 6th St 345-1556 
(west side of square) Wolff Beds 
Pre-pnnted 
EASTERN ILLINOIS 
Pre-printed 
EASTERN ILLINOIS 
EIU Alilmni 
Buy Your 
Favorite Student 
a Beer at 
,tM;:...U-~"'-.J 
JACKET 
Largest Selection 
in town! 
FREE 
monogram 
with purchase 
Russell Irregular Crews 
CREWNECK HEAVYWEIGHT SWEATSHIRTS 
SALB! $2995 
WHY PAY MORE? 
Nylon Lightweight 
WINDBREAKERS 
Friday 11 :00 am - 1 :00 pm 
Saturday 11 :00 am - 1 :00 pm 
WHY PAY MORE? 
NOW 
20°/o 
OFF 
GOOD LUCK 
PANTHERS 
FREE f EASTERN-ICLiNOIS-ONTVERSlfY! 
1 TRANSFERw;Any Purchase 1 
: of T-shirt or Sweatshirt (Present coupon w/Purchase) : 
L-------------------------~ 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND 
AT 
THIRSTY'S 
WELCOME BACK ALUMS 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
SUPERDRAFTS -$1 OO 
SUPER MIXERS 
SLOE GIN FIZZ 
BLUETAIL FLY 
AMARETIO SOURS 
MILLER LITE QUARTS -$2oo 
REMEMBER, THIRS1Y'S HAS IT ALL; 
DANCING, POOL, GAMES, THE 
UPSIDE DOWN SHOT CHAIR AND 
"THE ORIGINAL SHOOTER BAR." 
98 
G @J 
-Friday & Saturday-
Free Carnations to the 1st 100 Ladies 
after 8:00 p.m. ~ 
Meet Stix Homecoming King & Queen ~ 
Stoli & Mixer $1.25 i. 
1 - 99¢ Pitcher wi1h any Large Pizza ~ 
~Sunday~ ~ 
Nine ball tournament 2:00 $10 entry fee ~ 
$1 O table time Free 2 hr practice time for W 
participants 12-2 ,:,: 
Hamburgers $1.50 Subbys $1. 75 ;;, 
·:;-:: 
A 1 196:e2~itch~'. with t"$~ ~~r~$;;zza. 01 5 ny tern 1zza on y . ,, . savmg1 tr 
Free Pool for II A Sp la of Class II Live 
aclies until 6:00 pm DJ 
Blast to the -Past 
, .. - ,. .. y. ... ..,. 
"Songs · of the Sixties" 
Alpha Gamma Delta and Delta Tau Delta 
would like to wish all .4 _ 
students and returning alums a· great 
HOMECOMING 190 
• 
Let's Go Panthers! . t''• 
10.FRI DAY 
OCT. 12, 1990 
The Daily Eastern 
News cannot be responsi-
b I e for more than one 
day's incorrect insertion. 
Report errors immediately 
at 581 -281 2. A corrected 
ad will appear in the next 
edition. 
All classified advertis-
ing must meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. 
Any ads processed after 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following days news-
paper. Ads cannot be can-
celed after the 2 p.m. 
deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising sub-
mitted to The Daily East-
ern News is subject to 
approval and may be 
revised, rejected, or can-
celed at any time. 
The Daily Eastern 
News assumes no liability 
if for any reason it 
becomes necessary to 
omit an advertisement. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OFFERED 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED 
ADOPTION 
RIDES/RIDERS 
ROOMMATES 
· FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
LOST 8'. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
APARTMENT 
RENTALS 
From 2 to 4 
People 
P0hone-
348-7746 
"MY SECRETARY" Resumes, papers. 
Next to Monical's, 903· 1 Bth St. MWF, 1-
4 p.m.; T,Th, 9 a.m. ·noon. Other times 
by appoint"!ent. 345-1150. 
__________ 1217 
Microwave rentals. Carlyle 
Rentals. 348-7746. 
__________ 00 
Mini storage rentals. 348-77 46. 
__________ 00 
Attention Students! Are you tired 
of getting towed away? Are you 
tired of tickets? Off-campus park-
ing available at a monthly rate. 
Call 345-5022 between 8am & 
6pm. 
,.....-,-:---,...---,----,,--,...---00 
Typin·g-laser printer. $1 per page. 
258-6840 
_________ 10/19 
CHARLESTON COPY-X 201 Lin-
coln, 345-6313. RESUMES, 
resume packages, typing copies, 
typesetting, much more - LOW 
PRICES, large selection of paper. 
________ 9/20-00 
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo. 
Summer, Yr. round, All Countries, 
All fields. Free info. Write IJC, PO 
Bx 52 Corona·Del Mar CA 92625. 
_________ 10/19 
Delivery driver wanted. Day and night 
hours 7 days a week. Apply in person 
at Subway between 2-5 p.m. Monday 
- Friday. Must have valid Illinois driv-
er's license and proof of insurance. 
Own vehicle required. 
10/12 
F=R=E=Eo--s=p=R~IN~G~B=R=EA~K-c=TR=IPS to 
students or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break 
Packages. Good Pay & Fun. Call 
CMI . 1-800-423-5264 
-,..,.----ca10/12, 16,25,29 
Addressers wanted IMMEDIATE-
LY! No experience necessary. 
Excellent pay! WORK AT HOME. 
Call toll-free: 1-800-395-3283 
~-,--,..,-,--~-,---,--10/25 
D.J. for Hire: Must have knowledge 
of top 40, progressive, and dance 
music. Experience required. For 
info. call Jim 345-3702, leave # and 
message. 
_______ __ 10/12 
Farm Help! Flexible hrs. W,ork around 
your classes. Day or Nile. MUST 
HAVE EXPERIENCE. Day 946-4210 
Nile 466-4560 or 348-5048. 
Are you the answer to our 
prayers? We are a young, very 
happily married white couple who 
need your help to make our fami-
ly complete. We're unable to 
have a baby and want to adopt. 
Medical and legal expenses paid. 
Confidential. If you would like to 
speak to us, please call Dixie & 
Scott collect at (212) 724-9326. 
________ _ 10/19 
The (a N 
Daily stern ews 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: ___ __________ _ 
Phone: ______ Students 
Dates to run ________ D Yes D No 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days _____ __;Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: OCash D Check D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafler. Students wi1h valid 10 15 cents per wont first day. 1 O cents per word 
each COllllCUliYe day. 15 wont minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLIE 2 P.11. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News r-.ves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
Looking for a female subleaser 
for Spring Semester to share a 
house with 3 other great girls. 
Advantages are great location (1 
block from campus) and own 
bedroom and bathroom. If inter-
ested call Chris at 348-1103. 
_________ 10/17 
2 bedroom furnished apartment, 
1 1 /2 bath, dishwasher, free laun-
dry facilities. 1017 Woodlawn 
348-7746. 
-,--,-----,---...,,...-,=coo 
2 bedroom apt. for rent. $175 a 
month plus electric. Phone 345-
6201 
_ ________ 10/12 
Available Spring Semester 2 bed-
room furnished apartment. 348-
7746. 
.,---,--,...,---,,,--.,---..,,.---12/7 
Available Spring Semester. 1 
bdrm. apt. 1 block from campus. 
348-5338. 
_ ________ 10/12 
Female roommate needed. S. 9th 
St. house, Own room. $100, 1/3 
utilities. 348-1323. Leave mes-
sage. 
_________ 10/12 
Subleasor needed-$115/mo. Own 
room, water included. Also 1 /2 
utilities. 348-7841 Leave mes-
sage. Free puppies. 
_________ 10/15 
2 subleasors needed for 2 bdr. 
house 1/2 block from campus on 
9th St. $150/mo. plus .utilities. 
Call 345-5830 and leave mes-
sage. 
_________ 10/12 
2 roommates needed: beautiful 
house; 402 Madison; own bed-
room; rent- $125. Drop by after 5 
p.m. 
_ ___ _____ 10/12 
2 bedroom house/garage near 
Eastern. Ideal for 2 students or 
couple. No pets. 348-7730. 
-,---~-----10/16 
Nice one bedroom apartment for 
rent. Furnished. Near Campus. 
Call 345-4192 or 217-483-3164. 
_________ 10/17 
Sublea,sor .needed Spring, house 
furnished, close to campus, own 
room w/double bed, sink, cabl&. 
$140, 345-4786. 
-----,--,...,.--..,..--10/2-00 
81 Honda 400cm Custom wind 
jammer dependable looks great 
$650 OBO 345-1164 Dave. 
__________ 12/7 
Harley Davidson Motorcycle 
Jacket. Like new my price $190 
OBO call 348-8781 
________ 10/1-00 
30 watt per channel receiver 
loader $150 and green Iguana 3 
ft long excellent health and tame 
$159 phone 348-0442 
________ 8/30-00 
YAMAHA XT 600 ENDURO. 
LOW MILEAGE, GREAT FOR 
CAMPUS, RUNS GREAT, FAST. 
$900 345-8669. ROB. 
__________ 12/7 
RED BELLY PIRANHAS, LARGE 
AND SMALL, WITH OR WITH-
OUT TANKS $5 TO $75 345-
1164 MIKE. 
__________ 12/7 
Yamaha RD 350 $450; Emerson 
. 4-Head VCR $150 OBO Must 
Sell! 348-5871. 
--~~~~~~-1217 
1989 CAMERO RS T-TOPS 
Power locks A/C cassette V-8 
automatic w/overdrive 100,000 
warranty call 581-3231 AFTER 
10 P.M. OR 356-3229 $10,000 
neg. 
________ 9/10-00 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehi-
cles from $100. Fords. Mercedes. 
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Your 
area. (1) 805-687-6000 Ext. S-
9997 
_________ 10/19 
Curtis Mathis HI-Fl camera VCR 
19 in stereo monitor all remote 
$4000 new take $800. 348-5460. 
=-...,,..--,--.,--..,..---..,,...-..,.--,...,-1217 
Realistic Logic controlled AM-FM 
auto reverse car cassette $325 
new in box take $175. 348-5460. 
__________ 12/7 
Realistic Mach two speakers 
Marantz 130W EQAMP Sankyo 
cassette deck technics turntable 
$400. 348-5460. 
__________ 12/7 
Scooter 1987 Yamaha 80cc two 
seater, low Mileage, economical 
$900 O.B.O. Call Todd 581-5926 
=------------,--1217 Dennon/JVC Stereo System 
$1500 and a Fisher 100 WATT 
Stereo System $1000. Call alter 
4:00 p.m. 348-5350. 
=---------- 1217 
Braided rugs, oval and round, red, 
blue, green $5-$15. Almost new 
rollbar w/driving lamps for mini-
truck $60. 345-2473 after 2 p.m. 
---~--_,..--~~-12/7 
1980 Honda- Accord Hatchback. 
Runs . Body very rough. Good · 
snow and work car. $400 OBO. 
Leave message 348-7841. FREE 
PUPPIES. 
...,.-,..,,.--,o--.,.--..,,... __ ~---~.12/7 
1985 Dodge Colt SE, Hatchback 
$2400. 1988 Ford EscoFt 4 
speed, Low mileage, $3250. 345-
9627 
~~~~~~=~9./27-00 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles 
from $100. Fords. Mercedes. 
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Your 
area. 1-805-687-6000 Ext. S-
9997 
=--------,----,-- 11 /15 
Round trip ticket anywhere in the 
U.S. Call Karen 345-5862. 
_________ 10/17 
ACROSS 
1 Wear a happy 
face 
27 Famed French 
physicist 
88 Santa Fe, e:.9· 
87 Unavailing 
88Walked 
5 Island in the 
Tyrrhenian Sea 
•Wealthy, 
influential one 
14Jason's 
command 
15 Cordelia's 
father 
18 Contralto 
Nikolaidi 
17 Happy endings 
20 Maternally 
related 
21 Kind of cut or 
cake 
22 Auction action · 
23Endure 
21 Also-rans 
30 "--You Glad 
You're You?" 
32 New Guinea 
port 
~ Balderdash 
35 Greek peak 
39 Photo finishes 
'3 Solemn vow 
44,Western resort 
45 Dawn goddess 
48 Stage part 
49 Eden, e.g. 
51 Bugle signal 
M Prospector's 
quest 
51 Aerial saucer 
M Fla. city near 
Silver Springs 
H Certain host 
83 Camp followers 
89 It may be 
common 
70Activist 
71 Lioness of note 
DOWN 
1 Innocent in the 
woods 
2 Land ofTara 
3 Uttar Pradesh 
city · 
' Mark with spots 
s Antiquity, to a 
poet 
I Minimum 
7Birch--, 
former senator 
a Pisa's river 
•"Optics" author 
--.. ....... --...-... 10 A Khan 
.-. ........ -.."+'~ 11 Bathysphere 
inventor 
.-... ............... 12Walking--
(elated) 
----
13 Ancient reciters 
of poetry 
11Fireside 
19 Perry's creator 
...+-+'~ 24 Withered 
21 Ancient portico 
27Moreover 
~~~~!'t 21 Author Pines 
___ ... 21 Confined 
~~~rt •Beeline: the 
SELL '78 Yamaha 650 Special 
$600.00 '75 Kawasaki 900z. Both 
look and run good. $625 OBO 
349-8436. 
Five piece beginner Drum Kit with 
cymbals and hardware. $300 
0.8.0. Call Andy at 348-0699 
~~=--~~~--10/9-00 
LEATHER JACKET, black, XL, 
top brand, worth $400 new, 3 
years old. $250, call 348-8269 
__________ 1217 
FOR SALE: King sized 100% baf-
fled waterbed. Great shape .. 
Comforter, pad, 5 sets sheets. 
$125.00. 345-3622. 
_________ 10/12 
Collectors of old magazines, 
lifes,car,sports,movie, and all oth-
ers visit Cross County Mall Mat-
toon antique show Oct. 12-14. All 
for sale. All other personality 
mags and lots on Elvis, Beatles, 
Marilyn, Bruce, etc. Great gifts for 
presents, Birthdays, Christman. 
Old magazine booth. 
=-=--=--...,,..-~,---,---10/12 
72 Chevell 250 cv.in. runs well. 
Good interior $500 call 345-3989 
Ask for Rodney 
________ 10/11-00 
Emerson 13" Color tv. 2 years 
old. Great picture . $125 OBO 
345-2805 
LOST: Black cat w/white dia 
patch under neck. Please 
345-7448. 
_________1 
LOST WALLET: EIU Panther 
holder. Need ID's back! If f 
call Jim #5852. REWARD. 
COBB'S PORTRAITS: Ta 
care of all your school pi 
needs. ''THE OBVIOUS CH 
IN SCHOOL PHOTOGRAP 
Call 345-6211 . 
_________ 1 
Quick cash. Highest price 
jewelry, gold, silver, anythi 
value. The Pawn Shop. 348-1 
ROCS is now open for fun 
parties, or group organiza 
with a new look, new owner, 
new deals. Call nm at 34 
or Chris at 345-8616 for de 
_________1 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a pledge meeting Sunday, Oct. 1 
8:00 in 103 Coleman. All pledges must attend. We will vote on 
class officers. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have Lighthouse tonight 
9:00 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Center. 
This Morning is planning to be at the Lighthouse tonight to fi 
preparation for Drug and Alcohol Awareness Week. Come check 
Look for the flashing light across from Lawson Hall. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Sunday Mo 
Praise & Worship Sun., Oct. 4 at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian C 
House just south of Lawson Hall. Come early for juice, milk, & 
nuts. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER the Masses for the Weekend are 
urday 5:30 p.m. and Sunday 11 :15 a.m. in Buzzard Auditorium. 
No Mass at 6:30 p.m. Saturday. 
BACCHUS The 2nd Annual "One for the Road" walk-a-thon · 
Sunday in the Library Quad. Call 581-6435 for information if you 
to walk or iog in .a 5k event. Registration 1p.m. walk at 2 p.r(l. 
EPSll.,ON SIGMA ALPHA Remember the Car Wash Saturday 
2. If you haven't signed up to work, call ASAP! Don't forget I 
Everyone's help is needed.· 
MUSLIMS SOCIETY OF EIU will have Friday Prayers today at 
p.m. at the Afro-American Cultural Center, 1525 7th Street 
inquiries, please contact ADNAN at 581-5549 or KAMAL at 345-1 
MUSLIMS SOCIETY OF EIU MAULID-ER-RASUL will be toni 
6:30 p.m. at the Afro-American Cultural Center, 1525 7th Street. 
welcome, for inquiries, please contact ADNAN at 581-5545 or 
at 345-1317. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge one day 
any event. Alf Clips should be submitted to the Daily Eastern 
office by noon one business day before date of event. Exam 
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Cam 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Satur 
Sunday events.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT b 
lished. No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible 
tains conflicting inform~tion will not be run. 
34 Ratio words 
31 Made tracks 
37Buskinor 
·brogan 
380rg. 
40 MThe Light-
Failed": Kipling 
41 Kind of dancer 
a McGuffey's 
volume 
11 University at 
Medford, Mass. 
u Full of zeal 
13 Indian Buddhist 
gateway 
14 Tureen adjunct 
S7Gung-ho 
sa Fashionable 
beach resort 
-way? 
: at Hebrew letter 
47 Breed of dog 
41P~uese 
cape 
a1<1ne1 Of'C:OftttOI. 
:TRUT YOUR STUFF! Rent 
'tumes for EIU Homecoming 
I Choose from 3000 with 
'ups available. By appoint-
1t 345-2617 GRAND BALL 
:TUMESI 
i--_______ 10/12 
'RINGHAVEN: Camping, 
,hing, mini golf, pedal boat, 
1oe. Rental: pavilion, barn, 
per, tent. Open until Par-
1t's Weekend. 4 miles E. of 
leston. 345-7658. 
i 10/12 
· IPY Birthday Telisa Earnest: 
're a great roommate! Love, 
dy 
i. 10/12 
OKEN CHECK CASING 
.EGISTRATION EXTENDED. 
CASH PAYROLL, MONEY 
DEAS, PARENTS, AUNTS, 
RANDMAS. COME IN AND 
.GISTER. TOKEN UNIVER-
VILLAGE. 
_ca 10/3,4,8,10,12,15,17,19 
'OP OF ROCS IS BACK! 
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR 
RIVATE FUNCTIONS AND 
RTIES. CONTACT TIM AT 
-4097 OR CHRIS AT 345-
16. 
-.. _______ 10/31 
PHA SIGS : Come to the 
use before the parade on 
rday to have breakfast with 
r alums. Get psyched for a 
time. 
_ _______ 10/12 
tention Students: Enjoy a 
LAST TO THE PAST" and 
Eastern Illinois Universi-
Homecoming Parade ... Sat-
1y, Oct. 13, 1990, 9:30 a.m. 
_________ 10/12 
for Quality! We guarantee 
tans at the European Tan 
345-9111. Buy 7 sessions 
get 3 free. 
r. . 10/12 
e time shot to see Law 
ol admission Reps Wed. 
2:30. Law school reps from 
over the midwest will be in 
mington Wed, Oct.17 Call 
at 581-3868 for info and 
arrangements. 
BASEBALL CARD -SHOW: 
Charleston Motor Inn, Sunday, 
Cot. 14th 9-4. For dealer infor-
mation, call 1-217-348-5139. 
________ 10/12 
Dave Bonifield - so glad you're 
here! I love you bunches Skip-
py. Love, Kerri. 
10/12 
J'""E""""N,.,...N'"'"'IF=E=R,_..,,,.R-UN,..,.Y....,.O..,,..N--...,.You're 
the best little sis ever. Thanks 
for being you! Sig Kap love, 
Kerri. . 
,------,-----,----10/12 
Jonathan, aka magnet, Happy 
20th or 22nd, which is it? Only 
a legal license can reveal that! 
Love ya, Christi. 
10/12 
S,..,.1-=G""'M:-cA,...-,.,K..,.A""'P""'P..,.A_a_n_d~S I G MA 
CHI would like to wish the EIU 
PANTHERS THE BEST OF 
LUCK SATURDAY! 
________ 10/12 
SIGMA KAPPA WOULD LIKE 
TO WELCOME BACK ALL EIU 
ALUMNI! 
________ 10/12 
Kara Bellovich: Happy Birthday 
Pooh. Hope you have the best 
B-day ever. Wish I could be 
there. Love ya always, Kendall. 
________ 10/12 
DELTA TAU DELTA - Tomorrow 
is the big day. See ya at 8:00. 
Love, the ALPHA GAMS. 
~-------10/12 
Kara - Happy Birthday! I sure 
hope it is the greatest ever! 
have Fun! Love ya, Sheri. 
,----.,...,-.,..,--,..---.,.-,--10/12 
Amy K. Happy 1 year! I LOVE 
YOU! Darrel. 
________ 10/12 
MISSY WRIGHT WILL YOU 
FOLLOW HIM TONIGHT????? 
10/12 
S,..,.H.,...,A,...,.N.,..,.N.,...,O,....,N-,---,....,M...,.A=R.,...,K.,.._I E=WI CZ: 
You're the best friend and 
daughter I could ask for! I won't 
forget you ... I PROMISE! 
Sigma love, MOM. 
10/12 
A~N_,G,..,.IE~N....,.A"""D-LE=R-: __ B_e-tte-r--REAL-
L Y late than never! Have .a 
GREAT weekend! Sigma love, 
Carol. 
-------- 10/15 10/12 
·-ATE AUCTION Sat. Oct. Wedding gown specials starting 
, 1990 at 10 a.m. Ashmore at $50. Buy now for later. Your 
Pavillion, Ashmore llli- opportunity to save BIG 
11. Items being sold from BUCKS. Norma's Brid.al Train. 
rgent Farm Hutton Twp. 308 N. Central, Paris, IL 463-
ne Sargent seller age 86. 2120. 
imitive and antique Collec- 10/18 
delight. Lots of Oak and Party with the RUGBY team 
ut items, several pieces · today 4 O'clock Club at STIX. 
together with wood pins. 10/12 
'aintings by Paul Sargent, Homecoming Winners will be 
1odern furniture, like-new announced during the fourth 
rator, 1974 Buick. Sale quarter of the game, so make 
be conducted by Richey sure you're there. 
ion Service Ashmore II. 10/12 
Richey and Tom Rennels • Missy: Happy Birthday to my 
ioneers Phone217"349- best friend! You are now a 
"major"! Karen. 
f 10/12 _______ 10/12 
1lvin and Hobbes 
Doonesbury 
tl'C4Y, /ieA/71, 
8(XP51f;! 
HN?e!A.I? 
60 ... ANIJ 
ACTION! 
\ 
PIKES - We are having a terrific 
weekl Thanks for all your effort. 
Can't wait to see the float in 
action tomorrow! Love, Alpha 
Sigs. 
________ 10/12 
Kristen Nielsen: You were ·a 
beautiful freshman attendant. 
Your Alpha Sig Sisters were so 
proud of you. 
________ 10/12 
WEGZ: Good Luck at tomor-
row's game! HUBBA HUBBA! 
Love, Mary Beth. 
________ 10/12 
Karen Skinkis : You looked 
beautiful on Tuesday. Your 
Alpha Sig Sisters are proud of 
all your hard work! 
-~-------10/12 
ALPHA PHI AND DELTA SIGS 
- A WINNING COMBINATION! 
~--,---___, ___ 10/12 
Sigma Nus : Have a great 
Homecoming weekend . Keep 
your spirits up. See you soon. 
Love, Linda. 
________ 10/1 2 
The Women of Alpha Sigma 
Tau would like to welcome all 
alumni back for a Great Home-
coming Weekend! GO E.i.U. 
________ 10/12 
Haply Birthday, John. Love Jes-
sica and Karen (Mi Mejor 
Amigo). 
________ 10/12 
To the SIGMA NUS who RES-
CUED my car, thank you 'very 
much!! Sorry for the mud! Love, 
Jules. 
~=--------10/12 
MUFFIN TEASE (ALIAS BILL) 
You looked great at coronation. 
Keep warm, I'm watching you 
too! Your sneaky PHI SIG. 
_______________ 10112 
BILL PINTSAK - Happy Belated 
Birthday! Don't you feel 
GREEK now. Phi Sig Love, 
Sherri and Angella P.S. SNAP 
SNAP. 
,........ __ -,-.,...,,... ____ 10/12 
STACY PAPP: Have a great 
18th birthday Pabst. We're 
going to get you wasted. Love 
Kristen, Megan.Megan, Marie, 
Jenn and Tara. 
10/12 
C~A-N-,=T-T~O~U-C_H_T~H-l_S_100% 
THICK COTTON COLLEGE 
SHIRT ANO BART SIMPSON 
CROSS TRAINING. NOT BO 
BUT BART 581-2403. 
~------~-10/17 
SPRING MOCK TRIAL applica-
tions can be obtained form Pol. 
Sci. office CH 204. To be con~ 
sidered, the application must 
be in by Oct. 22 (Monday). 
_________ 10/2 
Phi Sigma Sigma "Let's U Be 
U." Informal rush Monday, Oct. 
15th & Tuesday, Oct. 16th. For 
rides and information call 581-
6784 or 581-6753. · 
________ 10/15 
~ 
fU1S6Nl!R5 Al?B ~ 70M/!95 
Rll7H ~ IU4YCK= J./Fe, ANO )al'/?e IDT fDN6 7D 7AJ<6 m 
"!H/5AP15 AIDJt l¥t1D/IU.H<NR! 
17'5 A80tJT /;¥6N/7Y, IN"f'l!6K/7Y, 
VAU.e'f;! ' --/?JeHT, 
Mll<C? 
LOVESHACK have a RAD 
birthday and get psyched for 
Homecoming! You're roomies 
love ya! Love Big Do and 
Piglet. 
10/12 
K=E=R=R-=-1~K:-:-uz=1=E~L-:-&-:J=1M~M~E'ESE-
You guys have done a great job 
with HOMECOMING! ALPHA 
PHI AND DELTA SIGS - A 
WINNING COMBINATION! 
=----,.---,,,---,--,,,.----,--10/12 
Carolyn Quinn: Sorry about the 
turtle talk. Hopefully next time 
things will work out better. DZ 
love and Mine, Teresa. 
=---:-,..---,--~.,......,----,---,.,-10/12 
Good Luck EIU football! The 
Alpha Sigs will be there to 
cheer you on to victory! 
________ 10/12 
Epsilon Sigma Alpha: World 
Food Drive, Oct. 11 /12 Cole-
man 73-2 
________ 10/12 
KIMMY DANIELWICZ: Happy 
19th Birthday Cous! But don't 
4-get I'll always be older! Alpha 
Garn Love, Deana. 
~-------10/12 
Jen Leavey, To my AWE-
SOME big sis!! Have a great 
Birthday (on Sun.) Sigma 
Love, Angie. 
_________ 10/12 
SARAH OWENS - Congratu-
lations on becoming Eastern's 
1990 Homecoming Queen! 
You looked beautiful , and you 
make us very proud! Love, 
your ALPHA GAM SISTERS. 
________ 10/12 
Enjoy a COCKTAIL with Dennis 
Hogan of the EIU RUGBY 
TEAM AT-STIX today at 4. 
--------,--~10/12 
Holly Points - Congratulations 
on becoming 1990's Home-
coming Freshman Attendant. 
You looked great! Love, your 
ALPHA GAM SISTERS. 
__________ 10/12 
Dunne Did It! Number Nine-
teen! The Bars will never be the 
same. H~ppy Birthday. Love, 
Sue. 
~~-===o-,,......,.,.,..-..,......._10/12 
DELTA ZETA'S: We hope your 
week was great. Have a won-
derful weekend. PANHEL. 
..,.,..-...,...,.,...,.-,,..--=--,-~10/12 
Missy Wright: Dude! A.J.'s, 
Panama jax, and suits! I think 
we need to road-trip. Kerry. 
________ 10/12 
TRI-SIGMAS: Don't forget 
about the party on top of 
Rock's tonight. Let's end 
homecoming week Western 
Style! 
~-=-=:-:-:-=--:-:----10/12 
TRI-SIGMAS: You guys are the 
best sisters. THANKS for all 
your support during homecom-
ing week. I love you guys. 
Sigma Love, Liz. 
________ 10/12 
by Bill Watterson 
.... ,.-,. 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
(JH ... 
)2!5,S'R. 
a;4Y, 
ACTION! 
\ 
SIGMA NUS, the TRI SIGMAS 
had a blast pomping with you 
guys. Thanks for making this 
an awesome Homecoming. 
10/12 
A....,.L-=P-:-H,...,.A-:P=H-:-:l,----D=-E=L'""T=A-s=-·1 GS -
Keep pomping! The float looks 
GREAT! 
________ 10/12 
FRI 11· DAY 
OCT. t 2, t 990 
EIU RUGBY ALL STAR MIKE 
McMAHON WILL BE SIGNING 
AUTOGRAPHS TODAY AT 4 
O'CLOCK CLUB AT STIX. 
10/12 
R=-:U-:-G:::-=B:-:-Y-4.,---::0-:-' c=L:-o=-c-=-:-:-K-::C Lu B 
TODAY AT STIX. 
________ 10/12 
Subscription Form 
Name: _______ ~------
Address: __ 
City: State: __ Zip: __ _ 
Phone: _______ _ 
Date: New: Renew: __ 
LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION: 
Summer_Fall _Spring _Full Year __ 
$10 $24 $24 $44 
Amount Paid $ Cash __ Check 
BILL TO: 
Name: 
-------------
Address: 
------------
City: State: __ Zip: __ _ 
Phone: 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 
Name: ___________ _ 
Address: 
-----------
City: State: __ Zip: __ _ 
Phone: · ~-------
ABSOLUTELY 
GUAR·ANTEED TO 
SE'LL ANYTHING! 
.. THE SOLD AD! 
/ 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your CLASSIFIED AD 
for · as long as it takes to 
Find you a buyer!!* 
• 15 word SOLD AD is $8.25 
• 20 word SOLD AD is $11.00 
*The SOLD AD is available to any non-commercial individual 
who wishes to sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items 
must be priced and no changes may be made. Ad will be can-
celed at the end of the semester if buyer is not found. Sorry, no 
refunds. 
Name: ____________ --:---
Address: Phone: _____ _ 
0 15 words 020words Dates to run __ _ 
Message: (one word perline) 
Under Classification of :Person accepting ad 
Expiration code (office use only)Compositor 
no. words/days _Amount due:$ ___ _ 
DROP 
DEADLINE 
The deadline fo r dropping a 
class and receiving an automatic 
"W" tor the class is MONDAY, 
OCTOBER 22 at 4:30 P.M. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
COURSE WITHDRAWAL 
RECEIPT 
It you want a receipt for a 
course withdrawal request you 
submit, return to the Registration 
Office during one of the two work-
ing days after you submit the 
request. No retroactive receipts 
will be issued nor will requests to 
submit retroactive withdrawals be 
considered. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
FINAL EXAM 
CHANGES 
Students who have three final 
examinations scheduled for one 
day may complete a request for 
change in the office of the Dean, 
Student Academic Services, Main 
116. Forms tor requesting a 
change are now available and 
must be submitted no later than 
Friday, November 30. Students 
are discouraged from requesting 
instructors to deviate from the 
published examination schedule. 
Reasons of personal conve-
nience such as work, transporta-
tion arrangements or vacation 
plans, do not constitute grounds 
tor approval of examination 
change requests. 
Samuel J. Taber 
Dean, Student Academic 
Services 
CONSTITUTION 
EXAMINATION 
The Constitution Examination 
will be given a second time this 
semester on November 6. 
Register in person between 11 
a.m. and 3 p.m. Monday through 
Friday at the booth in the Union 
Bookstore Lounge ; bring your 
EIU ID and $2 tor the tee . The 
registration period tor this exam is 
October 1 O - October 30. 
If you fail this examination , you 
may repeat it as many times as 
necessary to pass, but on sched-
uled dates only. 
David K. Dodd 
Director of Testing Services 
REAPPLICATION FOR 
GRADUATION 
Any student who has applied 
for graduation for a future 
semester or summer term and 
then finds that he/she will be 
graduating at a different time 
MUST reapply tor graduation in 
the Records Office. There is no 
additional charge tor reapplying. 
Reapplications must be accom-
plished no later than the pub-
lished deadline of the new 
semester or summer term when 
he/she plans to graduate. For 
Spring Semester 1991 , the dead-
line is Friday, January 18, 1991. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
UNCLEAR RECORDS 
The academic records for stu-
dents who have outstanding obli-
gations with such departmen.s as 
Booth Library, Athletic 
Department, Textbook Rental 
Service, Financial Aids, 
Chemistry Department, Security, 
Housing, etc., will be marked 
unclear . Each student should 
check with all departments to 
clear all obligations prior to 
semester or summer term breaks 
and/or leaving the University per-
manently. · 
Official transcripts for any stu-
dent with an unclear record will 
be withheld and not sent to any 
one or any place. A hold on a stu-
dent's record includes withholding 
grade reports and precludes 
readmission, registration, or grad-
uation. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
COMP MATH 
INTERNSHIP 
All Computational Mathematics 
majors who plan to intern 
between May 1991 and May 
1992 meet with me in my office 
before October 26th. 
A.J. Schaeffer 
Computational Mathematics 
Advisor 
GRADUATION 
REQUIREMENTS 
DEADLINE 
For a student to be considered 
a Fall Semester 1990 graduate, 
ALL graduation requirements 
must be met by 4:30 p .m. on 
Friday, January 4, 1991. This 
means that any removals of 
incompletes, changes of grades, 
or official transcripts of academic 
work from other institutions 
MUST reach the Records Office 
by that date. If all requirements 
are not met, the student should 
reapply for graduation for Spring 
Semester 1991 no later than 
Friday, January 18, 1991. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
Students who plan to take any 
work by correspondence from 
some other college/university 
MUST have that course approved 
in the Records Office prior to 
enrolling for the course. Students 
should ask to see Mr. Conley or 
Mr. Martin to discuss work by cor-
respondence. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
STUDENT GRADE 
REPORTS 
At the clos~ of each grading 
period , Student Grade Reports 
are mailed to the home address-
es listed by the students - NOT 
the local addresses . Please be 
sure that you have requested a 
change of address with Housing if 
there has been a change in you 
home address to which grades 
will be mailed. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
0GRAND OPENING0 
OCT. 10 - 17 
GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION 
0800-1000 
1030-1230 
1300-1500 
1530-1730 
1900-2100 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
Fall Semester 1990 
Sat Mon Tue Wed 
Dec.8 Dec.10 Dec.11 Dec.12 
T-1200 M-1600 
T-1230 M-1000 T-1300 Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-0900 T-1000 M-1400 T-1100 
T-1600 T-1800 
Makeup or M-1100 Makeup or T-0800 
Arranged Arranged 
M-1800 T-0900 
M-1200 Makeup or M-0800 T-0930 
Arranged 
- M-1900 T-1900 W-1900 
Thu 
Dec.13 
M-1500 
T-1500;T-1530 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
T-1400 
M-1300 
R-1900 
1. Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the week irrespec-
tive of whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activity. 
2. Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the mul· 
tiple-hour block. 
3. A M-, T-, W, or R- prefix indicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday or Thursday. For example, M-0800 indicates the scheduled time for the final examina-
tion in a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Monday, R-1900 is a class 
having its first class hour meeting of the week at 1900 on Thursday, etc. 
4. Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as Makeup/Arranged are to be used 
only in cases where: 
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the schedule patterns established 
herein ; 
b. The meeting time of the class appears in the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR"; 
c. A student presents an approved examination change request form. 
5. Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the instructor 
and, if given, should be scheduled tor the last regular class meeting of the term. 
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of an 
instructor and, if given, are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein. 
7. Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the provisions 
of 5 and/or 6 above, or by departmental recommendation. 
8. Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval of 
the Dean, Student Academic Ser\iices. 
9. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval 
of the department chair and the Dean of the College, according to guidelines established by the 
Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Sam Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
HUNAN RESTAURANT 
Welcome Parents 
Mandarin, Hunan & Cantonese Cuisine 
Lunch: 11 am-2:30 pm 
Dinner: 4-9 pm 
Weekdays 
Weekends: 4-10 pm 
Closed Tuesdays 
featuring 
Weekend Buffet Special 
116 S. 17th St. Mattoon 234-4855 
Hours M-F 10 - 6 Sat. 9 - 5 
DP~ Don't Miss out on the • • • 
Free Pizza uor DOGS 
AND o Drawin&: SERVED ALL DAY! 
Merchandise 1st pri7.e $125 of merchandise 
Giveaways! 2nd pri7.e $75 of merchandise 
AU DAY! 3rd P~ $50 of merchandise 
Entertainment by 92 WEIC 
Coles County's Newest Sporting Goods Store 
Speclalizing In ••• 
• Sports Clothing • Trophies 
rf Athletic Equipment • Monogramming 
'4 Custom Silkscreening • Greek Lettering 
Athletic Shoes • Embroidery 
ENTIRE STORE 25°/o OFF 
LA GEAR SHO:ES 
and Clothing 
40°/o OFF 
Free LA GEAR 
Volleyball 
w /Purchase 
Heavyweight 
Sweatshirts 
$29.95 
~ Get a Sweatshirt U~ for the Game! 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~---------------, 
All Eastern and I COUPON I 
I I 
Charleston Jackets !Extra 10°/o off1 
$48.95 I Oct. 10-17 I l ____________________ J~ 
at lA/AQRNIGilER 
WS're Here to Serv-e You 
24 Hours A Day 
Serving Homemade breakfast 
11 p.m. to 1 p.m. 
Saturday & Sunday 
Sandwiches All Day 
703 West Lincoln 
Drive-Thru ROAST BEEF 
e Dally Eastern News 
uick start 
new ·goal 
or Illinois 
CHAMPAIGN (AP) - Ill-
ois' 11th-ranked football team 
trying to reverse a trend - get-
ng off to a bad start in every 
e this season. 
Opponents have outscored the 
lini 56-17 in the opening quar-
r of their four games. 
"TheY, start off with their best 
uff, kind of like a speech," 
linois coach John Mackovic 
id. "Our defense has been 
inted <\S this great, -immovable 
1rce, and the other teams, with 
.eir young competitive guys, 
gearing up for us.'' 
Safety Marlon Primous said 
ponent play-calling falls off 
the games go on. 
"The opposing team has a 
·etty good scouting report on 
and they run their best plays 
the first quarter," said Pri-
ous. 
Fortunately for the Illini (3-
), they have responded by 
.tscoring opponents 109-35 in 
e last three quarters of games. 
''The game is not won and lost 
the first quarter," Primous said. 
en you can see the concern in 
other team's eyes, that's when 
get up." 
After improving to 3-1, 
eluding 1-0 in the Big Ten, 
ith a 31-20 win over Ohio 
te, Illinois turns its attention 
Purdue (1-3), which visits 
ampaign on Saturday. 
The Boilermakers are only l-
and 0-1, but Mackovic is 
pressed with their sophomore 
arterback Eric Hunter. 
"He is one of the players in 
e Big Ten who can make more 
'g plays than just about any-
dy," Mackovic said. "He 
rambled 17 times last week. 
le passed the ball 10 times and 
it seven times.·'' 
Purdue ended up losing the 
me to Minnesota 19-7. 
The Boilermakers are averag-
g 47.8 yards a game rushing 
d 285.0 through the air. 
Against Minnesota, Hunter 
mpleted 24 of 49 passes for 
38 yards. But he had three 
terceptions and no touch-
wns. 
Primous said the Illini will 
a lot of zone defenses to try 
confuse Hunter · and his 
eivers. 
"A zone is the best way to get 
nterceptions," he said. "You 
an make him throw the ball 
here he doesn't want to throw 
t, and if you can hurry him a lit-
:le bit he' 11 make some young 
istakes." 
Illinois quarterback Jason 
Verduzco - another sophomore 
- should be able to move the 
Illini offense against a banged-
up Purdue secondary. 
Strong safety Terry Johnson is 
bothered by an Achilles' tendon 
injury and free safety Nat 
Martin is slowed by a leg injury. 
Illinois has a few injuries of 
its own. Defensive tackle John 
Wachter is out with a right knee 
sprain. 
Tight end Jeff Finke (sprained 
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Drug or alcohol problem? II County Computer Connections 
Free, confidential assessment, 
day or night. 
373--1700 
Your One Stop Computer Shop 
Homecoming Special 
~rle.fhvilion ~ew Choice 
Come and get a 
HOT NEW HAIRSTYLE 
."/, at 
DOJYJYA 'S llAIR 
CREATIOJYS 
Hyundai 
Super286x 
640K 
40 MB Hard Dr. 
3.5 Floppy 
VGA Monitor 
$1499.00 
Donna • Brenda • Sue 
1408 6th St. 
-345-4451 
605 Monroe • Uptown • 345-1443 
Authorized .•• tt HYUND~I Dealer 
CROSS COUNTY MALL 
' 
Rout:.e , 1-6 • Mat:t:-oon 
Fashions USA 
Bally's Aladdin Castle 
Bidwell's Candies 
Bresler's 
Claire's Boutiques 
Consolidated 
Communications Center 
Cross County Travel 
Deb Shops 
Dent's Crafts 
Endicott-Johnson Shoes 
- Mister Music 
Fat Albert's 
General Nutrition 
Hillman Jeweiers 
J.P. Sandwich Shop 
K-Mart 
K-Mart Auto 
Kinney Shoes 
It's the Barry's 
Gliks 
Maurices 
Elder-Beerman 
Elder-Beerman 
Style Shop 
Payless Shoe Source 
Personally Yours 
Pets Plus 
Radio Shack 
Regis Hairstyling 
Kirlin's Hallmark 
J.C. Penney 
J.C. Penney Style Shop 
Upcoming Events: 
Sears 
So-Fro Fabrics 
Stuarts 
Walden books 
Walgreen's 
•Pharmacy 
•Liquor 
Optical Visions 
Valu Max 
MALL HOURS: Antique Show New Car Show 
Mon.-Sat. 1 O a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sun. Noon - 5 p.m. 
Oct. 12, 13 & 14 Qct. 19, 20 & 21 
ALSO: Oct. 20-Bench Press Competition 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
~ 
-
,,,,__. 
would lil<e to welcome 
all the 
ALUMS 
and wish everyone 
GOOD LUCK 
during Homecoming 
·GO PANTHERS! 
~ 
-
,_,,_. 
knee) is doubtful, linebacker -
Mel Agee (hamstring pull) is • 
' 
I 
prnbable, "'.is fullback Howacd I'll 'elcome Back Alumni ' ' ' I Gnfflth (stramed neck) . V V ~ • • • •' 
...... ~ ! .. , ... i ,. ! l.!t1• .... ... ~ .... ~ . ....... ... . . .. ~ ... ' ~ ....... ,. ' . " 
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Final fairways. 
·Triefenbach hopes to end 
golf career on high note 
By RY AN CUNNINGHAM 
Staff writer 
Senior co-captain Kevin 
Triefenbach will compete in his 
last college tournament Saturday 
and Sunday, as Eastern's golf team 
finishes up its season at the 18-
team Bradley Classic at Sunset 
Hills Country Club in Peoria. 
During his collegiate career, 
Triefenbach collected a Mid-
Continent Conference Player of 
the Year title in 1988 and is a two-
time all-conference performer. 
Coach Paul Lueken said he 
hopes that Triefenbach finishes 
with a bang. 
"Kevin is the best player I've 
coached in my six years at 
Eastern," Lueken said. "I hope he 
wins the darn thing." 
Eastern will be sending an inex -
perienced team to Peoria. 
Complementing Triefenbach will 
be senior Chad Gann and fresh-
men Craig Cassata, Scott Rutledge 
and Tom Morrison. 
"We're playing some people 
that haven't played as much," 
Lueken said. "This (tournament) 
will be a good experience and give 
the younger guys a chance to get 
their feet wet." 
Lueken said among the top 
teams competing at the classic will 
be Iowa State, Southern Illinois-
Carbondale and Western Illinois. 
"Bradley will also be tough 
since it's their home course," 
Lueken added. "But I think we 
have the ability to finish in mid-
pack." 
r• CARRY-OUT SPECIAL •• 
: GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK : 
: A Large (16") : Is p• I ~ ausage 1zza : 
: $6.95 : 
I I C Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Week I 
Offer Expires 11/4/90 I 
I 
I .1 
t I 
I I I 909 18th Street I 
Charleston I 348-1515 I 
I - I 
I I 
I I 
•I PLEASE PRESENT TI-IIS COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER •• 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
WELCOME EIU PARENTS 
AND ALUMNI TO 
HOMECOMING 1990! 
SPIRITS 8.. SOUVENIRS 
• Glasswear 
·Mugs 
• Greek Gifts 
·Hats 
~* EIU SPORTSWEAR • Sweatshirts 
• T-shirts 8 · Heavyweights 
·Sweats 
• 
ALUMNI SPECIALS ON 
·swEATERS ~JACKETS! 
To make Homecoming '90 more enjoyable, 
we'll be open late on Saturday and from 
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday 
345-4600 ACROSS FROM OLD MAIN 
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FAX· HOME FOR 
MONEY AT ... 
- THE nfl OFFICE 
~~STORE 
COMPANY 
CATCH US IN THE PARADE! 
10°/o discount to all 
Eastern Students 
Lowest FAX Rates 
in town 
FAX# 217-348-5514 
Conveniently located 
NEAR CAMPUS 
820 LincolnFl- --
1 /2 block 
East of Old Main 
Phone# 348-5614 
Riclzards 
Farm 
Richards Farm Restaurant 
''A Special Place For Special Gatherings" 
•Try Our Specialty 1 lb. Pork Chops 
•Great Steaks Grilled Over A Wood-Burning Stove 
•Tasty Chicken, Catfish, and Seafood Too 
•Plus Our Super Soup and Salad Bar 
•Smoked BBQ Pork Loins, Ribs, and More 
It's That Time of Year for Our Famous 
Persimmon Pudding. 
Hours 
LUNCH 
Rte. 16E.1 me . . 1~9 10 miles South 
15 
mi lcs 
DINNER 
Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m, 
Sunday Buffet 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Sun. - Thurs. 5 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Fri. - Sat. 5 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Enjoy Restaurant Hospitality i~n_a __ ------i 
Restored Country Barn 
Located in Casey, 11. (217) 932-5300 
Phi Sigma Sigma . 
& 
Delta Chi 
Welcomes back all Alumni 
and hopes 
everyone has a GREAT Homecoming 
.~ .~ ' · .. ,. '# ~. ' ~. , , · 
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Duck tales 
\ 
I 
Photo courtesy Portland Trailblazers 
r Eastern center Ke1'in Duckworth is planning a trip to Charleston this summer. 
Panther great sets sights on NBA 
title, career conclusion in Chicago 
By R.J. GERBER 
Staff writer 
Some day, former Eastern basketball star 
Kevin Duckworth would like to be playing 
for his hometown team - the Chicago 
Bulls. 
But for now, the 7-foot, 275-pound center 
is happy with his eight-year, multi-million-
dollar contract - of which he has six years 
remaining with the Portland Trailblazers. 
''I'm happy in Portland," Duckworth 
said from his suite in the Waikiki Hyatt 
Regency in Honolulu. "I love playing in 
Portland - it's great. But I definitely want 
to end my career up in Chicago." 
Duckworth was a potent force while 
playing his college ball for the Panthers 
from 1983-1986. He left Eastern as the all-
time leading rebounder and fourth leading 
scorer in Panther basketball history. 
After his senior season, he earned first-
team All-Association of Mid-Continent 
Universities honors and took the MVP of 
the post-season conference tourney. 
Duckworth said that he never thought 
that a career in the pros was possible. 
"While I was in college, I never thought 
that I would be playing in the NBA," 
Duckworth said. 
Eastern coach Rick Samuels said he used 
the possibility of an NBA career as a tool 
to motivate Duckworth. 
"As we saw him develop as a player, we 
thought he had the potential to play in the 
NBA," Samuels said. "In the middle of his 
junior year I think he started to have some 
thoughts about the pros." 
Samuels said that soon after, NBA 
scouts were watching Duckworth in action. 
"We campaigned for him," Samuels 
said. "We put together a flier and distribut-
ed it to other media outlets and NBA 
scouts. I think that generated NBA inter-
est." 
Duckworth was selected in the second 
round of the 1986 NBA draft by the San 
Antonio Spurs. The Spurs then traded 
Duckworth to Portland for Walter Berry. 
Duckworth has since become a fixture in 
the middle for the Trailblazers. 
He was named the NB A's Most 
Improved Player in 1988 and was selected 
as a reserve to the 1989 Western Confer-
ence All-Star squad. 
Last season, the Trailblazers advanced to 
the NBA Finals where they fell to the 
Detroit Pistons. Duckworth said that the 
playoffs are a whole different ball game. 
"The finals were another dimension," 
Duckworth said. "That's why it's called 
the second season. You have to boost 
your game to another level. There is also 
a lot of publicity. You never would real-
ize how many people that you meet. 
Wherever you go in the country, people 
recognize you." 
Duckworth said that the Trailblazers 
would like to return to the finals and get 
over the hump. He also mentioned a few 
personal goals that he has for himself. 
"I hope to get back ·onto the All-Star 
team," Duckworth said. "I also want to 
score and rebound more and just contribute 
to the team any way that I can." 
The time that Duckworth spent at 
Eastern was enjoyable, he said. 
"I liked Eastern," Duckworth said. "The 
people were really nice and I fe lt right at 
home." 
Duckworth added that he hopes to come 
back to Eastern this summer, and after hi s 
playing days are over, he would like to 
own his own construction company. 
Samuels said that he hopes to get 
Duckworth involved in Eastern 's program 
a bit more in the future. 
"It 's tough for Kevin to get back this 
way with since he has become a stable 
player in the NBA," Samuels said. "He 
goes to a lot of camps, but we would like to 
get him involved in ours." 
ylor bucking for another NBA chance in Milwaukee 
losive, strong, and competitive are 
ibutes a basketball player needs to 
it in the National Basketball Associ-
d for the second time in as many 
former Eastern standout Jay Taylor 
1eet those qualifications. 
tor was picked up by the Milwaukee 
on Oct. 3 as one of 18 players invit-
tryout at the Buck's training camp 
gan Oct. 5, and is now one of four 
"dates vying for the backup point 
position in Milwaukee. 
his second attempt at making an NBA 
Taylor is still trying to find his niche 
league. 
ings are going as planned right 
with the Bucks. I'm getting a lot of 
g time (in training camp) and the 
is showing some interest in me," 
r said. 
three players Taylor is competing 
st are third-year guard Jeff Grayer 
Iowa State, rookie second-round 
choice Steve Henson from Kansas 
and veteran free agent Darnell 
tine. 
e Bucks assistant coach told the 
ukee Journal that Taylor is "a great 
al leaper and a talented kid with the 
to be in the league." 
1ylor began his NBA career when he 
as a free agent with the New Jersey 
and ran into trouble when he was "put 
1e back seat so to speak," as Nets head 
h Willis Reed was replaced by Bill 
File photo 
Former Eastern guard Jay Taylor is'trying to secure a roster spot with the Milwaukee Bucks. 
the coaching change, the Nets' playing 
style changed and (Fitch) had ideas of 
other players in the NBA to bring in -
players he thought might make New Jersey 
lent chance of making it in the NBA, but 
because of the salary caps of the NBA, he's 
in an odd situation. 
ay got caught up in the shuffle," said a winner." 
"He often finds himself the odd-man 
out," Samuels said. "Jay has exceptional 
talent. He has definitely been the best head coach Rick Samuels. "After · Samuels added that Taylor has an excel-
player tve coached in my time at East-
ern." 
Despite the situation in New Jersey. 
Taylor felt he did the job. 
"I did pretty well considering the 
amount of time I played," Taylor said. "I 
wasn't able to showcase my skills being 
used in relief for Dennis Hopson most-
ly." 
At Eastern, the 6-foot-3 guard from 
Aurora set the Panthers' all-time scoring 
mark with 1,926 points. 
He :!'so holds the Eastern and Mid-
Continent Conference records for points 
·n a season with 748 and scoring average 
in a season at 23.4 points per game in 
1988-89. 
Basketball is not the only thing Taylor 
remembers about Eastern. 
"I miss the social life at Eastern. It was 
real homey, unlike now - it's like a busi-
ness." Taylor said. "I've been back a cou-
ple of times to keep in contact with coaches 
and players." 
His freshman year, Taylor played with 
NBA all-star and Eastern alumnus Kevin 
Duckworth, a center with the Portland 
Trailblazers. 
Taylor said that Duckworth played an 
important part of Taylor's outlook on pro-
fessional basketball. 
"Kevin came in and proved the league 
wrong (named most improved player in 
1988) and now he's an all-star," Taylor 
said. "I've seen how he's changed the way . 
he's played, and that's made me work 
harder." 
Taylor will be able to show off his stuff 
during an exhibition game Friday against 
the Minnesota Timberwolves. 
'Tm taking it one day at a time right 
now." Taylor said. 
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eco ID 
~=o'n 
=:--,aT:rtl;;g 29 • 311 Grand Ballroom, 
Union Walkway, ?:oo pm-8:30 pm 
10am-5:00pm ~=--10 
B':~ Kick-Off Library Quad, 3:00-5:00pm 
South Quad, 4 _7 pm Rain Location: Grand Ballroom 
Rain Location: ~10cto0er11 
University Ballroom Bonfire/Pep Aally 
Coronation Practlee Lawson/Taylor courts, s-1 o pm 
Grand Ballroom, 6:00 pm 5~~'rs"f;;'ifa71'room 
=.c~lng Elections ~.-•3 
University Ballroom & Parade 
Coleman Hall, 7:30 am-4:30 pm 9:30 am 
Pre-Game Pep Rally 
West Side of o·enen Fietd, 
12 noon-2:00 pm 
Football Game -
EIU vs. Indiana State,.-
o·srien Field, 2:00 pm 
Parade: 9:30 a.m. -Starting Point 7th & Lincoln 
Uptown around the square 
returning on 6th St. 
Pre-game.Pep Kally: 12:00-2:00 -West Side O'Brien Stadium 
Football Game: 2:00 -Eastern vs. Indiana State 
Halftime -Announce the winner of 
windows & floats. 
Introduction of Homecoming 
chairpersons. 
End of game -Spirit winner announced 
Good Luck Panthers 
)}n 
um 
ed 
ERIC FULTZ/Statt Photographer 
Jennifer Holt, a member of Alpha Sigma Tau, and Tracy 
Bowman, also a member of Alpha Sigma Tau, participate 
in the wheelbarrow race during Homecoming Fun Games 
Wednesday. -
??? 
••• 
Test your trivia 
knowledge of 
Eastern events 
BLASTING 
back to the 
A"Waking the echoes 
· "Of75-~-Eastern 
Hotnecotnings 
ERIC FULTZ/ Staff photographer 
Andy Hansen of Sigma Chi dresses Angie West during Homecoming Fun Games held 
Wednesday afternoon in the Grand Ballroom. 
· olorful floats, deco-
rated cars, march-
ing bands, made-up 
clowns and joyous 
\rowds is usually the sight 
one sees in a Homecoming 
parade. That is also the sight 
many Eastern students, alum-
ni and Charleston residents 
will see on Saturday during 
Eastern_'_s 7 5th Homecoming · 
parade. 
With the theme of blasting 
back to the past in mind, 
each float in the parade will 
carry the theme of previous 
Homecomings in the designs 
of the floats. See Bret Lo-
man's story on page five for 
more details on the parade. 
The parade will begin at 
9:30 a.m. in front of Old 
Main and will proceed down 
Seventh street, around the 
square, back down Sixth 
street and will officially end 
back where it started. 
A pre-game pep rally will be 
held from noon to 2 p.m. fol-
lowed by the football game 
against Indiana State at 2 
p.m .. A Homecoming dance 
will be held at 8 p.m. Saturday 
in the Grand Ballroom in the 
Martin Luther King University 
Union. 
So in honor of the 7 5th 
year of Homecomings, we 
would like to wish all students 
and alumni a wonderful 
"Blast to the Past." 
Enjoy. 
Dear Reader 
Every year about this time, students can 
be seen painting on windows in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union and in resi-
dence halls without getting into trouble. And 
several campus organizations spend long 
nights stuffing colorful tissue paper into 
strands of chicken wire. 
These wonderful events are happening all 
because of a neat little tradition called 
Homecoming. This is the time of year when 
Eastern alumni come back to visit their alma 
mater, their old residence hall rooms and 
even their old professors. You see, the title 
alumni is a very special one since it is 
bestowed only on those who have actually 
graduated. 
This weekend gives alumni a chance to 
re-live their college days - possibly even get 
a little intoxicated at their old favorite water-
ing hole. 
But Homecoming holds a different mean-
ing for those of us who are still here. It 
means that we'll probably mi?s .i:nost of our 
Friday classes in honor of the returning 
alumni and will be found at our favorite 
watering holes learning valuable lessons 
from those who have been there before. 
To those of us that are presently seniors, 
this weekend also means something else -
this will be our last Homecoming as stu-
dents. When we come back next year, we'll 
be looked upon as we looked upon all of 
those who came back for Homecoming this 
year. 
This will be the last year we will be able to 
get into the games at student prices and 1t 
will be the last times we flash our student IDs 
to get into the bars. Next year, we'll be con-
sidered old by the standards of the next gen-
eration. And we won't be able to blame our 
silly acts on the fact that we're college stu-
dents. 
But on the other hand, the Alumni 
Association does offer some pretty neat 
deals. 
So in honor of my last Homecoming as a 
. student, this week's Verge is devoted to this 
annual event. On pages four and five, you'll 
find an in-depth look at the organization 
involved in planning the Homecoming 
parade. A map of the parade route has also 
been provided. 
We've also compiled a list of some trivia 
teasers to test see if you know your Eastern 
history. 
Finally, those witty authors of Horseshoes 
& Hand Grenades have once again 
promised to amuse reader? with their col-
umn. Unfortunately, BLillshot will not be 
seen this week because of space problems -
not because of any unfavorable reaction 
from a recent letter to the editor. The col-
umn will be back again in next week's 
Verge. 
The Verge staff would like to wish every-
one a safe and happy Homecoming week-
end. 
NEXT WEEK 
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t!•, PETS PLUS 
... In the Cross County Mall Is 
,•J..t NOW OPEN! 
..., Pets Plus is a full-service 
•'' pet shop carrying a wide ~· variety of pet supplies. 
lie PETS PLUS 
•it carries 60 tanks full of fish 
1!11 flown directly from Florida. •' 
- We also have aquarium 
tie setups for I gallon to 70 I 
t,a gallon tanks. 
•'' At PETS PLUS ~· We raise our own puppies 
111 at our own Kennel I 
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$20 Off 
Contact Lenses 
with exam. 
Optical Visions' Vision 
Care Program 
BONUS!! 
First Replacement lens 
FREE* 
1/3 Off 
ltoN· 
345-5100 
904 E. Lincoln, Charleston 
Dr. Robert Edwards, O.D. 
Eyes examined by a licensed optometrist 
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ry to solve these trivia teasers ~omd,kosAJ 
,ack in 1978, the Verge 
ff started a tradition of 
:luding a trivia quiz in the 
1ecoming edition. Although 
tradition only lasted five 
rs, it was a tradition 
1etheless. We've decided to 
it back. 
So here are a few brain 
to test your knowledge of 
history. The answers can 
found on page 7. Good Luck: 
1. Who is "Napoleon" and 
·e is he buried? 
2. Where did Eastern get the 
to have Homecomings in 
5? 
'· When were social security 
1bers first used as student 
1tification? 
. In what one time best-sell-
Eastern mentioned? 
5. What is the formal name 
of the Campus Pond? 
6. Who was the first woman 
editor of The Eastern News? 
7 . How many gyms (past 
and present) are on campus? 
8. What year was there not 
a Homecoming queen? 
9. In what year did the cam-
pus close down? 
10. Who was Eastern ' s 
fourth president and what was 
his biggest challenge when he 
assumed the presidency? 
11. What Eastern president 
held his position for the short-
est amount of time? 
12. What major issued faced 
college freshmen in fall 1962? 
13. Who was Douglas Hall's 
youngest resident? 
14. When did the School of 
Music become · established 
here? 
15. What did 22-year-old 
and older students receive in 
1963? 
16. What Eastern faculty 
member placed in the 1972 
Summer Olympics in Munich, 
Germany? 
1 7. What year was the 
Homecoming parade can-
celled? 
18. When did the Eastern 
News first become a daily 
newspaper and when was the 
name changed to The Daily 
Eastern News? 
19. What film did the 
Eastern film society want to 
show in 197 5 that caused the 
president of the university to 
forbid its showing? 
PRESENTS 
College Night 
Every Sunday 4-9 p.m. 
All students & faculty receive 
15°/o off 
All Regular priced entrees 
Right Next to Cross County Mall 
MATIOON 234-3441 
og roast dinner opF~on for alums THE l~~ft ~·" , . 
.ile Eastern alums should 
plenty of activities to nib-
on when they return for 
ecoming this weekend , 
menu holds more than the 
and parade. 
fact, the Newman Center 
cooked up a little 
1ecoming food , folks and 
of its own, via a hog roast 
led from 6: 15 to 11 p.m. 
lay at the center. 
We will be there rain or 
, " said Roy Lanham, cam-
minister for the Newman 
:er. 
lums can't survive on roast 
irk, alone , though . The 
ter plans to accompany 
that with cole slaw, baked 
beans , bratwurst , chips and 
other baked goods. Meal tickets 
will be $5.50 for adults and $4 
for children under 12. The din-
ner also can be bought a la 
carte. 
"It will be more in the spirit 
of a hog roast rather than actu-
a 11 y openly cooking it ," 
Lanham said. "Our thought is, 
when people get there they will 
be ready to eat, and they don't 
want to see an ugly old hog." 
The dinner wouldn ' t be 
complete without entertain-
ment, either. The Center has 
planned to provide music 
from the Smokin ' Oldies 
Jukebox, which is appropriate 
considering the Homecoming 
theme, "Blast to the Past. " A 
a~CJh~ ~,. ~mr, 
7th & Monroe 
On the Square 
Charleston, IL 
~4..j ---
ELCOME .B.ACK 
Watch the Parade: 
with US! 
Bloody Mary Bar 
"Build Your Own" 
$1.75 
8a.m.-? 
Ribeye Sandwich 
Basket 
$3.95 [VISA ] 
11-3 • 
light show also is scheduled. 
Lanham encouraged every-
one , including alumni , par-
ents , friends and faculty to 
come out and mix and mingle 
and satisfy hunger pangs at 
the same time . "Anyone is 
welcome ," Lanham said. 
"Since it is Homecoming week-
end we are focusing on alumni, 
but it is for anyone who wants 
to come." 
Kelly McClanahan, a senior 
community health major, is 
the student coordinator fo r 
the hog roast. "This is the first 
time the Newman Center has 
sponsored an event of this cali-
bre. We hope it will be a suc-
cess so it will become part of 
the Homecoming tradition." 
ea SHOP 
207 Lincoln • 345-1441 
Monday - Thursday 
*New Releases - $2.50 
* Regular Releases - $1.00 · 
* Children's Movies - 50¢ 
Friday - Sunday 
* New Releases - $2.50 
* Regular Releases - $2.00 
* Children's Movies - 50¢ 
VCR and NINTENDO RENTALS 
Open Daily 12 p.m. - 12 a.m. 
207 LINCOLN, CHARLESTON 
.. 
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i 
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Homecomin 
omecomtn 
BY BRET LOMAN 
Staff writer 
For many, the Homecoming 
parade might not be as 
memorable as the king and 
queen crowning or as exciting as 
the football game, but it's a 
tradition that Homecoming 
wouldn't be the same without. 
The parade isn't 
reminiscing, though, 
said. It's also a ti 
competition. 
Parade entries ar 
according to five ca 
Sullivan said. Those 
awards for highly dee 
walking floats, Easter 
University communi 
Charleston communi 
and movable parts. 
The parade has been a part of 
Eastern' s festivities since the first 
Homecoming. So it's only 
appropriate the parade 
coordinators turned to a theme 
of "Blast to the Past," drawing 
from the success of previous 
events. 
Trophies are give 
place and plaques are 
second and third pla 
division. 
Last year's winn 
Carman Hall fo 
UB preparation an extensive job 
"It's going to be really neat 
this year because of the 'Blast to 
the Past' theme," said Eileen 
Sullivan, the Homecoming 
parade adviser. 
· decorated car, BACC 
walking floats divisi 
Gamma Delta and 
Delta for Eastern c 
flatbed, the Kickapo 
4-H club for the C 
community flatbed d" 
Sigmi Pi for the m 
BY JENN1FER WING 
Staff writer 
Homecoming week is one of 
window painting, float designing, 
Panther football cheering, alumni 
greeting and plenty of beer 
drinking. But for a few students 
Saturday's Home-coming dance 
will end several months of 
extensive planning. 
Eastern's University Board, 
which sponsors all official 
Homecoming events, has been 
developing the 1990 "Blast to the 
Past" since Spring Break of last 
year. 
"This (Homecoming) is 
something we've had to think 
about every day over the past 
seven months," said Dan Barrett, 
Homecoming coordinator. · 
After interviewing with the UB 
staff for the job in March, Barrett 
has been involved with 
Homecoming plans from placing 
ads .. ~ ~ornmJ~f-r~Sic?ns fo the 
last-minute additions in the parade 
lineup. 
As coordinator, Barrett, a 
senior speech communications 
major, set up interviews along with 
UB advisers to fill several co-chair 
committee positions. 
By early April, the 
Homecoming committees were 
established - activities, spirit, kick-
off, dance, coronation, election, 
parade, promotions, RHA liason 
and booklet. Barrett said more 
than 70 applications were received 
to fill 24 positions. 
"Once we established who will 
be co-chairs (booklet, parade and 
promotions committees have three 
each), the committees coordinate 
and work together," he said. 
During these early stages, the 
groups develop the Homecoming 
theme and review previous 
Homecomings for ideas. 
ERIC FULTZ/ Statl photogmpher 
Maggie Kossman is window painting for Lawson Hall's spirit 
week, Tuesday, Oct. 9, in Lawson Hall Lobby for the spirit 
competition between the floors of Lawson Hall. She is part of the 
"crazy B's" (she lives on eighth floor). 
This year UB worked more and· the parade committee 
with the alumni than in the years establishes the Homecoming 
past. "We want to focus on parade lineup. 
tradition being it's the 75th year," All student Homecoming 
Barrett said. positions are volunteer and the 
While many students may coordinator and co-chairs receive 
believe Homecoming is organized no pay. Barrett said the individual 
by Greeks, UB and its committees committees have a planned weekly 
actually plan all official aspects. For meetings as well as meet 
example, the activities committee whenever an unexpected problem 
plans window painting, the spirit arises. The committee co-chairs 
committee helps determine the also meet weekly to discuss overall 
Greek competition point system Homecoming developments. 
Every organization 
participating in Homecoming 
drew its specific theme from a 
hat that contained Homecoming 
themes from the past 50 to 70 
years, Sullivan said. 
The organization's members 
then got a feel for their chosen 
year's theme by checking out 
that year's Warbler. 
"It's really neat, because you'll 
see Mardi Gras , the 50s, the 
fabulous television tunes, songs 
of the 60s and that type of 
thing," Sullivan said. 
"I think it will be fun for 
alumni because when they come 
back for the parade and they see 
some of the floats , they'll be like 
'that was the theme when I was 
here,' " she added. 
division. 
Sullivan said t 
parade line-up begi 
Blair parking lot at · 
and travels along s· 
including Hayes, 
Johnson . Many of 
also will pass by t 
which goes all the 
Lawson and Andrews 
Sullivan said th 
which is scheduled 
9:30 p.m. Saturd 
down Seventh Street, 
Square, up Sixth 
through Boatme 
parking lot: The pa 
break up until it gets 
Homecoming act· 
BY DEBBIE CARLSON 
A'sociate Verge editor 
Time changes everything, even 
somethi!!S_ as traditional as Homecoming. 
And from the very first Homecoming in 
1915 to this year's extravaganza, Eastern's 
Homecoming has seen its share of changes. 
According to the Eastern Illinois State 
College 50 Years of Public Service by 
Charles Coleman, Homecoming originated 
at the University of Illinois in 1912. Three 
years later, on Saturday, Nov. 6, 1915, 
Eastern followed suit. For its first 
Homecoming, Eastei:n pounded Shurtleff 
College 52-6 in a football game. 
The festivities didn't end with the game, 
though. The parade, a staple of every 
Homecoming, "consisted of the band and 
two decorated automobiles filled with clowns 
and 'butterfly girls.'" 
Since that time, Homecomings have 
blossomed into truly grand affairs . The 
addition of a wide variety of activities is the 
CRAZY CRUST. ·---------· 
\ I • Sesame • Poppy • Garlic Butter • Parmesan 
2Medlum 
Pizzas 
with any seasoned 
CRUST 
Select 
Toppings for 8 
$8.88 
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• Green Pepper • Ground Beet 
•Onion 345~4743roni 
4C 
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! 2 LARGE PIZZAS ! 
! "FAMILY CHOICE" ! 
: One for you ... One for the kids! : 
I ONE PIZZA ... with 10 toppings : 
'ONEr ·· 3ro9§'""" 1 Plustax SAVE$6.36 
YOUR CHOICE: 
·One of each! • Pan! Pan!'" • Pizza! Pizza!® 
Extra toppings available at additional cost. No 
subsmutions or deletions on the ·1 O toppings• pizza. 
1 Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars. 1 
1 •Excludes extra cheese. 1 
1 One coupon per customer. 1 
I Expires 10/19/90 I 
! ~ICAm.~ ! 
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ttftLL 0 WEEn 
( 0 5TU/'\E REnTftL 
Localed al 310 M;idison Avenue, just west 
of the car wash in Charlcs1011. 
Open 7:00p.m. lo 9:00p.m. ONLY 
Sunday through Thursday 
Evenings unlil l lallowccn 
I luge selection ur coslumcs for 
ndulls, couples and group•. 
OVER 3000 IN STOCK! 
Most rentals $15 - $20 plus dcp<.>sil. 
Call 345-2617 for details. 
Reserve early for the best-selection. 
e has Eastern marching in the past 
the route. 
8 parade entries, 
this is one of the 
ecoming _parades 
as ever hosted. 
have been taken to 
everything goes 
parade , we'll use 
-way radios which 
out a lot ," Sullivan 
ion, we met with the 
Police Chief and the 
chief , who will 
fficers at Lincoln 
ause Route 16 is a 
1y," she said. 
ally, traffic will have 
ed to pass by the 
it travels down 
reet, Sullivan said. 
16 also will have to 
. after a period of time. 
mecoming seems to 
place now, it's only 
ning began as early 
, Sullivan said. 
·e letters that go out 
ions, area bands and 
entries from the past 
and anyone who has 
·anting to be in the 
said. "Then there's 
her deadline where 
st turn in their 
for registration and 
in fee. " 
Id seem that an 
of people would be 
plan and execute a 
size, but Sullivan said 
as university parades 
go, it's a well put together one, 
especially considering the 
number of organizations it 
attracts, but as far as manpower 
and everything, it's pretty much 
three students who put it 
together." 
As for any differences 
between this year ' s and last 
year 's Homecoming, Sullivan 
said there really aren ' t very 
many. 
"The theme is different and 
there were 103 entries last year. 
Other than that there aren 't any 
major differences, except for a 
couple new bands and a couple 
regular bands that aren 't in this 
year. " : 
When ·asked how the 
Homecoming Parade compares 
to other Homecoming activities, 
Sullivan is quick to answer. 
"University Homecoming 
parades are probably one of the 
most traditional activities during 
Homecoming week. I would say 
it is one of the events, right 
along with the coronation of 
king and queen. It 's a nice bang 
at the end t>f the week and a 
nice pep-up for the football 
game and athletic department. 
"It ' s the heart and soul of 
Homecoming tradition," she 
said. 
Here is a what some 
organizations have planned for 
the Homecoming parade. 
• Carman Hall will have a 
walking float with the theme , 
"Celebrate Mardi Gras." As part 
of the float, they have made 25 
Mardi Gras masks for 
· participants in the parade and 
they will be dressed in colors of 
green, purple and yellow. 
• Andrews will have a waiking 
float with the theme, "EIU, The 
Big Apple." The float will have a 
big red apple sitting on top of an 
Indiana State football player with 
the saying "EIU, the big apple, 
crushes Indiana State. " 
• Pemberton Hall will have a 
walking float with the theme 
"Moments Mosical" (1955) . As 
part of their float, they will have 
a jukebox and participants will 
be dressed in 50 ' s style 
costumes. 
• Lincoln -Stevenson~Doug­
las' s theme is "Surfing EIU" 
( 1980). In keeping with their _ 
theme they will have a pickup 
truck filled with sand, surfers and 
sunbathers . 
• University Board will have a 
truck decorated in tye-die sheets 
filled with UB coordinators and 
workers. 
• C & M Video will have a 
firetruck fiiled with children who 
will pass out candy. 
• WEIC will have the 1991 
Geo Storm that they are giving 
away. 
• The Triad will present a 
truck decoraded 20's style filled 
with gangsters and flappers 
while 20's music plays. Their 
theme is "Triad Prohibition." 
• Charleston Chamber of 
Commerce will have a car with 
the king and queen of The Good 
Ole' Days Festival from this past 
June. 
• The Lincoln Log Cabin will 
ve survived· many changes 
. for coming back, but to let them know--.-.. • 
that the university has changed since they 
left. Some of the favorite comments have 
been 'We have changed, the university has 
changed, but the quality of education has 
not,'" Rathjen said. 
Homecoming is far from just an 
academic event, though. By its very nature, 
Homecoming is a social activity, but that 
nature hasn't gone without its share of 
changes. One of the major changes is 
within the Greek system, said Glenn 
Williams, Eastern's vice president of student 
affairs. 
"Overall there's always been a football 
game, but the biggest change would be 
with the fraternities and sororities," 
Williams said. · "The fraternities and 
sororities always had huge open houses. 
Everyone went to them whether they 
were greek or not. 
"The parade has changed too. It hasn't 
gotten smaller, it's gotten larger. The 
(amount of) floats have changed to where 
ACEi- INLTOWN 
there 's less of them. The fraternities and 
sororities have combined because the cost 
of them (the floats) went through the roof," 
Williams said. -
. -.211 Tbe alurnnLwho come down have 
changed, too, he said. Lately the alumni 
who come down are graduates from the 
past five or six years, rather than from a 
long span of years, as used to be the case. 
"We used to (draw) from a 22-county 
area, but now we mostly pull from the 
Chicago area; that's a 400-mile trip," 
Williams said. "People also used to bunk in 
with other (people in town), now they don't · 
do that anymore. 
"You also have to look at economics of it. 
Years ago gas used to be seven cents a 
gallon; now it's $1.35 a gallon. It takes 
about $20 on gas alone (to get here)," he 
added. 
So, this weekend, if the alumni seem to 
be a little lost, it's because Eastern isn't what 
it used to be. 
• 
VE DJ 9:00 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. UPSTAIRS 
t. $1.00 CAN BEER ALL DAY 
.00 Bloody Mary's - ALL DAY 
:7 
• 
File foto 
Sigma Kappa in last year's parade had a salute to the U.S.A. 
have a flatbed float filled with 25 items. 
people dressed in clothes from • Student Government will 
1845, including Abraham have a convertible filled with six 
Lincoln and his father. Their of their executive officers. 
theme is "Charleston 1845, The • 'First Christian Church of 
Way We Were." Charleston will have a flatbed 
• Newman Community float with people portraying 
Center will have a flatbed float animals in a . re -creation o f 
with the theme " 19 7 6- The Noah's Ark. 
Bicentenial. " The float will • Grimes Dodge will present a 
include a re-enactment of the 1991 Daytona ES. 
chopping down of a sycamore • Beaker Breezy Acres will 
tree, along with a replica of the display six of their horses ridden 
liberty bell and other historical by employees. 
~ 
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FREE TOWING 
with in house repair 
EXCELLENT 
PART-TIME INCOME Winnett - Deremiah 
24 HR Towing 
Auto Repair 
Used Auto Parts 
National Marketing Company is hiring telephone representatives for this 
semester. We need articulate, fun, and enthusiastic individuals to work at the 
best part time job in town. 
* Weekly Paycheck * Convenient Location 
"LOW 
RATES" 
"THE 
CHEAP 
HOOKER" 
* Guaranteed Salary $4.50/hr. to EIU Campus 
*Bonus 
(217) 345-4383 * 20-25 Hours 
603 Madison 
Charleston 
* Evening Hours 
Q) 
.c 
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c 
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CHARLESTON CABLE GUIDE 
11 :00 
11 :30 
12:00 
12:30 
WTWO (NBC) ....... .... 2 NICK ........ ........... 16 WEIU ................ ..... 29 1:00 1:30 WC IA( CBS) ...... .. ...... 3 MTV ... ... .............. 18 WTBS .. ..... ......... .... 30 
CNN .... ...................... 5 TNN .................... 19 C-SPAN ................. 32 2:00 
2:30 WAND(ABC) ... .......... 7 TWC ........... ..... ... 20 A&E ........ .. ..... .. .... .. 33 
ESPN .... .................... 8 AMC .... ......... ... ... 22 
USA .......................... 9 WCCU·(FOX) .. .... 24 PREMIUM 
3:00 
3:30 
WGN .... ............ .... .. . 10 WTHI (CBS) ........ 25 DISNEY ................... 4 4:00 
4:30 TNT .. .... .. ................. 11 WBAK (ABC) ...... 26 SHOW .. ..... .... ...... .... 6 
WILL (PBS) ............ 12 WICD (NBC) ....... 27 HBO ...... ........ .. ...... 17 5:00 
5:30 LIFE ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... 13 DISC .. .... .. .. .... ..... 28 TMC ... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. . 21 
A • 
P.M. WCIA-3 
6:00 ews ews 
6:30 Night Court Entertainment Tonight Cosby Show 
7:00 Quantum Evening Shade Full House NFL Moment Murder, She 
7:30 Leap Bagdad Cafe Family Matters Wrote 
8:00 Night Court Movie: Perfect Strangers Great .. . Events Alfred Hitchcock 
8:30 Wings Murder at the Going Places Ray Bradbury 
9:00 Midnight P.T.A. Luncheon 20/20 Horse Racing : Hitchhiker 
9:30 Caller Meadow. Cup Swamp Thing 
10:00 News News News Speedweek Miami Vice 
10:30 Tonight M'A'S'H Love Connect Sportscenter 
11 :00 Current Affair Nightline Baseball tonite Movie: 
11:30 Late Night Hard Copy Lite Side of Spo Rockin Road Tri 
P.M. 
6:00 
6:30 College Football: 
7:00 Parenthood Family Man Florida at Movie: 
7:30 Working It Out Hogan Family Tennessee Alien High 
8:00 Golden Girls Flash China Beach 
8:30 Empty Nest 
9:00 Carol & Co. Twim Peaks Hitchhiker 
9:30 Dreamer College Football Alfred Hitchcock 
10:00 News News News ore.board Movie: 
10:30 Sat. Night Live Current Gladiators SportsCenter Eating Raoul 
11:00 Affair 
11:30 Entertainment Big Break 
P.M. 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 Life.stories Murder, She 
7:30 Wrote Funniest People 
8:00 Movie: A Movie:Murder Movie: In Guinness Sports Counterstrike 
8:30 Quiet Little Times Seven Defense of a 
9:00 Neighborhood Married Man Equalizer 
9:30 
10:00 News News News portsCenter Miami Vice 
10:30 Lifestyles Magnum, P.1. Lifestyles 
11:00 N L rimetime Hollywood Insider 
11:30 Runaway w/R&F Nitecap Movie: Gotham Commercial Prog 
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DOOL 
AW 
SB 
Movie: Ordeal 
by Innocence 
News 
Night Court 
Eischeid 
Movie 
Hangin' In 
Fortune Hunt 
Movie: 
Calendar Girl 
News 
Honeymooners 
Movie: The 
Man from Rio 
Grande 
Movie: Mexicana 
News 
Replay (9:40) 
Monsters 
St. Elsewhere 
MOvie: Hidden View 
* Earning $4.50-$6 per hour 
* Paid Training 
*Long-term Position 
Call Mr. Carson 348-7055 
Varied 
Sally J. Varied Movie 
Raphael 
Home etting it 
Workout 
Match Game Body Mot. Face Music Geraldo 
Bod.Shap Name Tune 
Washington Week LA Law Most Wanted 
Wall Street Week 
Movie: Miracle Movie: DEA Carriers 
in Rome Blue DeVille Firepower EIU Connection 
Gunsmoke Movie:Hitler, Combat 
Del Valle Whole Story, 2 
'Allo'Alllo! Tracy Ullman Andy Griffith Monkeys to Ape Golden Years 
Movie: Molly Dodd Arsenic Hall Wildlife Sneak Previews 
How Green Dr. Ruth Pump for Gold Streets of San 
Was Valley Esquire VEGA$ Francisco 
Evening at Poi:is Poor Little Hidden Video Challenge Poldark 
.. 
Rich Girl: Haywire 
Movie: My Barbara Hutton Cops Wings Nanny 
Gal Sal Story Am. Chronicles 
Tracey Ullman Star Trek: The Vietnam-10,000 Spyship 
Molly Dodd Next Generation Day War 
French Fields L.A. Law Comic Strip Live !range Film Sneak Previews 
3 Up,2 Down Show Golden Years of T. V. 
rong 
1ty 
In Living olor Wild Things 
Get a Life 
Masterpiece Married w/Child. Whispers in Whose line is it. 
Theatre Family Practice Good Grief the Air Foxy Lady 
All Creatures Physicians' Against the Law Glory of Hilary 
Great&Small Jour. Update Their Times Film Classic 
Black Adder Prescribing Inf. ich & Famous Wings eatre 
Blake's 7 McMillan & Wife 
Wild ings (11:10) en 
Yrs. OfTV 
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• '•'1' .'1'"· 
• • via answers 
swers to Eastern's trivia quiz 
1. "Napoleon," the campus 
ot during the 1950s, was a 
who wandered around campus 
attended many Homecoming 
s. He died at the age of 15 in 
,9 and is now buried under the 
, north of the ginko trees, in 
North Quad. 
2. The idea of Homecoming 
inated at the University of 
1is and Eastern joined the tradi-
in 1912. 
. Social security numbers were 
implemented in 1966, replac-
the former numbers used for 
'.fication. 
. "The Final Days, " written by 
Woodward and Carl Bernstein 
"All the President's Men " 
e), mentions that then-vice 
· '.ent Gerald Ford spoke to a 
of students at Eastern Illinois 
ity in 1973 . 
. Lake Ahmoweenah is the for-
name of the campus pond, 
south of the Lantz building. 
.. Elsie Sloan - the first woman 
:or of The Eastern News -
ite gossip columns for the 
in 1923 . 
. In addition to the Lantz Gym, 
rd and McAfee, Pemberton 
used to have a gymnasium for 
men and later the gymnas-
1team. 
In 1973, President Gilbert 
declared that because of 
ges of discrimination , the 
ecoming election results 
Id be void. The charges sur-
d the fate of one black can-
te, Diane Williams, who 
ly violated campaign regula-
. The university announced on 
,, 17, 1977, that the natural gas 
ge would close the university 
1e next day. 
0. Gilbert Fite assumed the 
idency Sept. 1, 1971. His 
•t challenge was working with 
$800,000 budget cut from the 
ious school year. 
1. Samuel Inglis, Eastern's first 
:ident , died before the school 
ially opened. His death came 
~ix weeks after being unani-
sly chosen president by the 
rs Board of Trustees for what 
then known as Eastern Illinois 
al School. 
12. Because of overcrowded 
king conditions, members of 
Student Senate proposed ban-
freshmen from using cars on 
pus. 
13. Dayna Douglas Beal , the 
t son of Philip Beal, lived with 
parents in the hall while his 
r was director of the 165-man 
idence hall in 1962. 
14. On Feb . 10, 1963 , the 
1001 of Music was established. 
Dvorak was named director. 
15. In 1963, the Student 
te sponsored a three-quarter 
l period for students 22 and 
r to live in off-campus unap-
·ed housing. Only those stu-
1ts not having academic or disci-
problems could participate. 
16. Women 's track and cross 
1try coach John Craft jumped 
feet 3 and a half inches in the 
jump to take fifth place in the 
pies. He leaped just 1 foot 4 
:hes shorter the winner, the 
:t Union's Victor Sanocv. 
17. In 1972 the traditional 
mecoming Parade was tem-
ily scrapped in favor of house 
orations. Student Activities 
tor Bill Clark said the parade 
cancelled because of steadily 
·easing costs of float produc-
18. On Aug. 29, 1973, The 
tern News began publishing on 
daily basis Monday through 
1y. It had been published three 
es a week. The name was 
nged to The Daily Eastern 
is on Aug. 25, 1980. 
19. "The Best of the First 
nual New York's Erotic Film 
·1val," scheduled for three days, 
cancelled by President Fite. He 
:ed the "manner of advertising" 
the "money-making issue" for 
elling the "erotic film festival. " 
e Eastern Film Society hired 
orney John Elder to get back the 
00 it said was lost as a result of 
film being banned. 
FRIDAY NIGHT H~TA'S 
ATHOOTR'S ~ 
90¢ Miller Longnecks 
$2.50 Pitchers 
WELCOME EASTERN 
I~"~ TUDENTS, PARENT~~ 
GOOD LUCK PANTHERS 
Open 1 p.m. - 1 a.m. Friday and Saturday 
~ANTHEiZ OUNGl 
Welcome Back Alumni! 
Come see your Old ~·;,_-: 
Friends! Enjoy our New 
Beer Garden & Remodeling 
Open 1 p.m. Fri & Sat 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
& ALUMNI! 
You are cordially invited to our 
2nd· Annual Open House 
on Sunday, October 14th! 
FREE FOOD & DRINK 
9:00 AM - Worship 
10:15 AM- Sunday School 
11 :30-12:30 Hog Roast 
12:30-2:00 Games & Activities 
ALSO: Childrens' sermons every Sunday, 
nursery care, youth groups, and Sunday 
School classes for all ages. 
First Christian 
Church 
1 Jackson 345-282 
GO PANTHERS 
$s·~~ $71~ S6§s~i 
I MEDIUM SIZE PIZZA 
: LOADED WITH 2 TOPPINGS 
I NOT Valid with II· Expires 
I LARGE SIZE PIZZA I TWO 10" PIZZAS SMOTHERED I 
: LOADED WITH 2 TOPPINGS : IN CHEESE •Additional Toppings Available: 
I NOT Valid with a1. Expires I NOT Valid with a1. Expires I 
I Any Other Offer. : . 12131190 
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA® 
I Any Other Offer. ISJ:. 12131190 I Any Other Offer. m:. 12131190 I 
IT'S TI~IE FOR DOW:\' O'S PIZZA! IT'S TI~!E FOR DmllNO'S P!ZZA! ...J 
s1--~3---95 $-1---1--451 
PLUS TAX PLUS TAX! 
----------$ Q95 1 PLUS TAX 
I TWO LARGE CHEESE PIZZAS I TWO LARGE PIZZAS LOADED I TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS I 
: SMOTHERED IN CHEESE : WITH 2 FAVORITE TOPPINGS I LOADED WITH 2 TOPPINGS I 
I NOT Valid with •. Explfes I NOT Valid with •. Explfes : NOT Valid with a1. Expires - : 
Any Other Offer. : . 12131190 Any Other Offer. : . 12131190 Any Other Offer. m:. 12131190 
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA® I IT'S TIME FOR DOW:\O'S PIZZA® ~ IT'S mIE FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~ .! 
~ s-a---59 s-a---95 -::HllIT!MUJSM_Mfi~ 
PLUS TAX PLUS TAX 
I coupon price. I 
I TWO 1 O" PIZZAS LOADED I TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS I 2. Customer must mention when ordering. I 3. Customer must present coupon v.·hen 
I WITH YOUR 2 FAVORITE TOPPINGS I SMOTHERED IN CHEESE I picking order up or when the pizza order •, 
I • I II I is delivered Ml I NOT Valid with · Expires I NOT Valid with · • Expires I . . I 
I Any Other Offer. : • 12131190 I Any Other Offer. : . 12131190 I : . . I 
L- __ r~ l!;\~F~ .£.Ol!,1~ '~'~£-__ ..L ___ r~ ~r!.F~ .£.O~I~Y~'~£- __ ..L ___ r~ ~\l!,_F~ .£.O~I~'~'~z!! ___ .J 
!fill 
232-8133 
Terre Haute 
TERRE HAUTE 
234-8555 
870 Springhill 
TERRE HAUTE 
234-4940 
60 N. Brown 
GREENCASTLE 
653-8433 
200 S. Vine 
1-1 b L.:J ! ci: ~ ~~ o_ oa. 
CHAMPAIGN 
398-6800 
1803 W. Kirby 
RANTOUL 
893-4455 
550 S. Century 
® 
U_QE.J 
384-6400 
Urbana 
UOFI 
384-6800 
Champaign 
.E.l.U. 
348-1626 
Charleston 
MATTOON 
235-7104 
CHAMPAIGN 
398-6900 
1702 W. Bradley 
URBANA 
328-6800 
1502 N. Cunningham 
IDAY~ OCTOBER 12, 1990- ON' THE VERGE Of 1'HE' WE£KE:ND7B 
PETE SCALES+ DAVID LINDQUIST 
Welcome home boys and girls. 
We have a sneaking suspicion that you're not going to be in for much 
of a surprise. By some miraculous feat of coincidence, this university's 
powers-that-be have found one more thing to screw up and make us all 
look stupid - if not just a little bit silly. 
WELCOME 
ALUMNI! 
The Grand Marshal for this hallowed 75th Homecoming parade is, 
hold on to your porn pons, the Eastern Illinois University Panther mas-
cot. 
Hoo boy. COME JOIN US! 
This one is almost as good as when we invited the country's biggest 
bimbo, Danny Quayle, to campus. Come to think of it, he'd probably 
look a lot better with that Panther head on. MASS: Saturday 5:30 p.m. 
Anyway, with this being the biggest Homecoming yet, we heard the 
selection process was pretty intensive this year. Hours and hours of plan-
ning and high-powered deals have been in the making for years. 
Sunday 11 :15 a.m. 
In fact, Lumpkin College of Business-types had been working since 
1979 on a deal (the one thing they in fact do quite well) to bring one of 
their financial heroes to campus for the big 75th Homecoming bash. And 
since their new edifice is in its final stages of construction, the scheduling 
couldn't be any better. 
To them, our potential guest was a man of strength, integrity, 
American spirit and pride, personal achievement and true-blue grit. But 
unfortunately for them, the federal government had a different plan: "Ivan 
Boesky will not be on hand to marshal Eastern's 1990 homecoming 
parade." 
HOG ROAST: Immediately following Mass 
on Saturday 6:30 p.m. to ? 
Music by Smokin' Oldies Jukebo 
On to plan B: As a new promotional idea (like they need another one) 
Stix pool hall tried to sway Minnesota Fats into being our Grand Marshal. 
But when they brought the big guy into town, all he did was saddle up to 
the bar and hit on their waitresses with the "four-sizes too small" halter 
tops. 
The third time's got to be a charm: Stan Rives and his buddies over at 
the rec department had an idea to save the day, of course made in con-
junction with their brilliant ski-hill dream. They requested the presence of 
world famous lip-balm/slope spokeswoman Suzie Chaffee, who would 
come ski down the hill and glide down the Seventh Street parade route 
(right past the executive H&HG reviewing stand and into Pete and Dave's 
collective heart). Unfortunately, Suzie decided our miniscule mound 
wasn't worth the effort. 
Generally it's three strikes and you're out, but an extra-inning celebrity 
pitch"was made by Eastern's now defunct chapter of Sigma Tau Gamma, 
whose members tried to find the most famous Sig Tau alum who's neither 
jailed in connection to a cop-pelting incident nor a permanent fixture 
over a toilet bowl. 
WHERE: Masses at Buzzard Auditoriu 
Hog Roast on the new 
Newman Property (directly in 
back of Andrews Hall and ne 
to University Courts [Regency 
Apartments]) Parking on site. 
After much deliberation, the Sig Taus invited Stan "the Man" Musial of 
St. Louis Cardinal fame to our gala procession. 
But alas, Stan strode fnto Charleston just in time to see his beloved 
greek letters removed from Eastern's palatial Greek Court. 
'Nuff said. 
rsTUi51Q _3, 
I 345-4269 I 
I 1113 Lincoln I PERM, STYLE & CUT 
I Reg. $43 Now $30 I 
with Wendy 
I (Must bring in coupon) I also 
I The Tannery I 12 Tans for $25 L 345-4269 .J 
-----
WeicOffi'eeack 
E.l.U. Alumni !! 
Come Party 
with your old 
Friends & Celebrate 
E.I.U.'s Victory! 
Party to the Sounds 
of 11 The Take 11 Band 
& "Saloonatics" 
Drink 
Specials 
Open lp.m. 
Capture some WinterSun with Apple Vacations! 
Whether you want to enjoy Jamaican melodies, explore 
the ancient Mexican ruins or drift among the romantic 
islands of the Caribbean . . . one of our truly tropical 
resorts will quench your need to get away this winter! 
We've added the scenic U.S. Virgin Island of St. John, 
the historic Mayan settlement of Akumal. the Caribbean 
island of St. Kitts, Baja California and Mazatlan to our 
Chicago program! So browse through our new 
WinterSun brochure and call your travel agent to book 
your winter get-away! 
CHARLESTON TRAVEL BUREAU 
301 West Lincoln Ave. 
Charleston, IL 61920 
217-345-7731 
We're your professional travel consultants. 
Come see us today for full details! 
ORD 
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199 .'1991 
Departures From Chicago 
Orlando 
J • matea--~ 
-Cancun 
Ixtapa 
Cozumel 
Manzanillo 
Caho • 
H atulco . 
3 nts 
from 
--- -frg~$39~ 
frg~$399 
frg~$449 
(rg~$499 
frg~$499 
frglii$599 
lrb1M$699 
St. Maarten 
Grand Cayman 
Aruba 
lrb1M$699 
trg~$799 
lrg~$949 
frgfil 979 U.~. Virgin Islands 
Prices ·include roundtrip airfare, hotel, transfers 
and more! Other Apple Vacations are available 
to Acapulco, Puerto Vallarta, Mazatlan, St. Kitts, 
Bermuda and Rio de Janeiro. 
Call your travel agent today for reservations! 
Pi LE 
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